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Pres. Krueger 
says goodbye 
Wednesda\ , September 15 2004 
Tuition increases again 
■ Winona State second most expensive in MnSCU 
Inside this week 
Anne Jungen 
WINONAN 
When the Minnesota State 
College and Universities 
Board of Trustees approved 
Winona State University's 
13.6 percent combined tuition 
and fees increase in July, they 
did more than raise tuition 
$617 for the upcoming school 
year. 
With the approved tuition 
and fee hike, the board of 
trustees officially made 
Winona State the second most 
expensive school in the 
MnSCU system—a system 
that encompasses 40 college 
and university campuses 
across Minnesota. 
Winona State's 2004-05 
combined tuition and fee 
increase rose to $5,165, from 
$4,548 in the 2003-04 school 
year. Bemidji State Universi-
ty's 12.2 percent tuition and 
fee increase will make it the 
most expensive in the MnSCU 
system, with students paying 
$5,446 in tuition – just $281 
more than Winona State stu-
dents. 
Winona State's tuition and 
fee increase is the result of ris-
ing costs in student services 
and programs. Students will 
see a rise in the athletic, health 
services, parking and student 
life fees, among other things. 
Darrell Krueger, Winona 
State president, said the uni-
versity must adjust to create a 
better value for high tuition 
prices. 
"We have to give a high 
value for the tuition students 
pay," Krueger said. "It's a bet- 
ter education and a better 
experience." 
Krueger said that tuition 
will continue to rise each year 
as the state of Minnesota pays 
less for a student's education. 
"I think the 13.6 percent 
increase in tuition is over the 
top," Tim Donahue, student 
senate vice president, said. "I 
place the blame for this in the 
Minnesota Legislature, as they 
have repeatedly cut their sup-
port for higher education. 
Additionally, this increase is 
alongside increasing textbook 
costs, travel costs, and living 
expenses, all cutting out the 
legs of students trying to 
receive an education." 
"From what I've heard, the 
students are dissatisfied," 
Dusty Finke, student senate 
president, said in an interview 
in June with the Winona Daily 
News. 
"The students who pay for 
their own education are con-
cerned with the money," Finke 
said. "Students who have 
school paid for (by other 
means) believe they are going 
to get better quality now." 
Finke said the increase 
affects students who have to 
work during the school year. 
They will have to work more, 
he said, which often causes 
their grades to suffer. 
Unfortunately, Finke said, 
there is not much students can 
do about the increases. 
"For now, we're just going 
to have to grin and bear it," 
Finke said. 
Brad Krasaway, Minnesota 
State University Student Asso- 
See Tuition, Page 2 
Krueger 
"And still every emotional." 
Krueger, 61 and in good 
health, began his university 
presidential career in 1989 as 
the university's 13th president. 
When the 2004-05 school year 
is complete, his 16 years in 
office will make Krueger the 
most senior president of any 
public university in Minneso-
ta. 
Krueger said he chose to 
retire to spend more time with 
family. 
After his term expires next 
among other 
things, overseen the establish-
ment of Minnesota's first pub-
lic residential college at Lour-
des Hall, the construction of 
the new library and science 
building, the laptop program 
and the New University 
vision. He said he is proud of 
the university's enrollment 
numbers and its place in 
America's 100 College Best 
Buys record. 
Modest at his achievements 
that have led Winona State to 
earn national recognition, 
Krueger said the greatest 
accomplishments are 
"unseen." 
"I'm proud of student 
achievement and how well our 
students do on national 
exams," he said. 
Krueger said he will 
remember countless things 
from Winona State as he 
makes his trek out West. 
"I'll remember the people 
and the love I have for them," 
he said. "I have enjoyed the 
working relationships between 
the students, staff and faculty." 
Krueger said he will miss 
the picturesque landscape of 
campus. He said he's fond of 
Lauren's Pond, the founder's 
statements outside the library, 
and the younger courtyard, but 
enjoys the entire campus. 
"It's 	just 	a 	beautiful 
surrounding," he said. 
Though he will reside far 
from here, Krueger said he 
plans to visit Winona State 
occasionally. 
"I would like to come back 
and see what's happened here 
to make this university even 
better," he said. 
As Krueger announced his 
departure, Winona State facul-
ty, staff and students made 
sure Krueger's work and dedi-
cation to the university did not 
See Krueger, Page 2 
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WINONAN 	 and 	wife, 
Nancy, will join 
family mem-
bers in Cedar 
City, Utah. 
"The idea of 
spending more 
time with our 
family pulled 
us in," he said. 
Krueger said 
he plans to ser-
vice his church 
and community 
and work on his 
woodworking 
hobby after the 
move out West. 





With a five-minute standing 
ovation from university facul-
ty, staff, students and commu-
nity members to conclude, 
Winona State University Pres-
ident Darrell Krueger 
announced he would retire 
from his position effective 
June 30, 2005, in his annual 
all-university welcome 
address Aug. 24. 
"I'm moved," Krueger said. 
Summer accident leaves student paralyzed 
Volume 83 Issue 1 
Notice of retraction 
An article that ran April 14, 
2004 contained information about 
the Maytag Corporation that was 
misleading. The Winonan has 
retracted the article and removed 
it from its Web site. 
Delagrave 
established in 1922 




A Winona State University varsity 
football player Joe Delagrave remains 
undaunted in his path to recovery after a 
paralyzing boat accident in July. 
"I have a lot more sensation in both 
of my arms, legs and fingers," Dela-
g•ave, who is receiving both physical 
and occupational therapy at Gundersen 
Lutheran Medical Center in La Crosse, 
Wis., said in a telephone interview. 
Delagrave, 20, was boating with two 
high school friends on the Mississippi 
River in Prairie du Chien, Wis. on July 
10 when the motorboat collided with a 
4-foot high embankment head-on. 
The boat was traveling between 10 
and 20 miles per hour. 
Delagrave was sent to Gundersen 
Lutheran by medical helicopter and 
underwent surgery that night for frac- 
tures on his sixth and seventh vertebrae. 
Tom Sawyer, varsity football head 
coach, said, "Joe's progress has given 
all of his family and ours (the team) rea-
son to continue hope in his recovery." 
Delagrave, who was a starting tight 
end, came to the varsity football game 
against -Truman State University. 
"The football game was my first out-
ing in my chair," Delagrave said. 
"I am very proud of the way Joe han-
dled his first outing from the hospital, 
and it was awesome to have the entire 
crowd recognize Joe and his progress," 
Sawyer said. 
When the accident occurred, Dela-
grave was facing backward spotting for 
kneeboarder, Adam Rooney, 19, while 
driver, Kyle Schmidt, 19, was changing 
the speed and direction of the boat. 
The collision's impact threw Dela-
grave from the passenger seat into the 
front of the boat and out onto the river-
bank, causing severe neck, back and 
head injuries. 
Schmidt suffered lacerations from 
the dash of the boat during the accident 
and Rooney was uninjured. 
According to the Department of Wis- 
consin's Natural Resources' final report baum said, "I've 
on the accident, Schmidt "may have seen those boys ride 
failed to start his turn with enough dis- around that same 
tance between he and the riverbank to spot many times 
safely effect a complete turn." before." 
In Schmidt's statement to the DNR, 	According 	to 
he wrote, "the throttle was moving, but Kirshbaum, a per- 
the engine was not responding. I tried to son only has to be 
slow up, but nothing was happening." 	16-years-old 	to 
Stark's Sports Shop in Praire du operate a boat in 
Chein, Wis., inspected the throttle of the Wisconsin. 
motorboat, which is owned by Although not required, Schmidt had 
Schmidt's parents. taken a state boating safety course. 
The throttle cable that is 12 inches 	Schmidt was fined $140 for not hav- 
from the motor had a "slight kink" in it, ing the proper number of flotation 
which could cause the throttle cable to devices on board the motorboat, accord-
break or be stiff to operate, according to ing to DNR Warden Martin Stone. 
the inspecting mechanic's report. 	Debra Delagrave, Joe's mother, said, 
However, since the problem was not "We are hoping Joe will continue his 
noted by Schmidt, who said the throttle studies at Winona State in January." 
was moving freely with no engine 	Delagrave, a sophomore studying 
response, the mechanic concluded that exercise and movement science, 
it was "very, very remote that the throt- expects his therapy at Gundersen 
tle mechanism was not working proper- Lutheran to last five months. 
ly at the time of the accident." 	 "I really appreciate the thoughts and 




B J Puttbrese 
WINONAN 
Nick Ridge, a Winona State Univer-
sity alumnus, said he plans to unseat 
Democratic-Farmer-
Labor incumbent 
Gene Pelowski for 
the 31a district seat 




notoriety from a mis- 
sion to put flags in 
Ridge every classroom at 
the university last school year. 
Just three months ago, Ridge was not 
even on the ballot. Since declaring his 
candidacy, the potential for a full-scale 
political battleground has been set-up in 
Winona. 
In the 2002 election for seat 31a, 
Pelowski defeated Justin Costello, a 
likely comparison to Ridge, since they 
are both Winona State alumni and both 
young in comparison to the aged 
Pelowski. 
Ridge is not Justin Costello. And 
although he said he expects compar-
isons, he is doing his best to distance his 
image from that of Costello's "self-
admitted drunken Irishman depiction," 
Ridge said. 
Ridge's 	past, 	like 	Costello's, 
includes an underage drinking ticket. 
Ridge, unlike Costello, has been open 
with his colleagues and supporters 
about his past and said he does not 
believe the incident has any bearing on 
his campaign. 
Ridge said his past isn't as disturbing 
as the current state of the Minnesota 
legislature, which had Rep. Tom Rukiv-
ina (D-Virginia) pleading guilty to dri-
ving under the influence in August and 
Rep. Scott Wasiluk (D-Maplewood) 
caught intoxicated during a legislative 
session. 
Instead of hiding from the past, 
Ridge said he is learning from it and is 
poised not to make the same blunders 
Costello made. 
"Don't get me wrong. Costello is 
still a good friend of mine, but he'll be 
the first to tell you he made some big 
mistakes," Ridge said. 
Through these errors, Ridge, with 
visible optimism in his demeanor, said 
Costello committed "political suicide" 
and still received a third of the vote. 
Ridge said he was urged to contest 
Pelowski's seat in the Minnesota House 
of Representatives in May by an undis-
closed area Republican. Ridge said he 
mulled over the idea of running on the 
Republican ticket for nearly two months 
before finally filing his candidacy just 
three days before the June 21 deadline. 
Ridge said he was influenced and 
encouraged by prominent Republicans 
from Winona, and had Ridge not had 
the incessant support of Winona media 
mogul Jerry Papenfuss, he would not 
have run. 
Ridge said Papenfuss is his "right-
hand" man and has been with him since 
he signed on to challenge Pelowski. 
With Papenfuss behind Ridge and 
the innumerable Republican connec-
tions Ridge already had; it seems his 
campaign garners an instant credibility 
the Costello campaign never attained. 
Ridge said one of Costello's biggest 
mistakes was he tried to do too much by 
himself. Ridge said he feels his cam-
paign is based on a team effort and with 
the community behind him "anything is 
possible." 
"There is a natural well of support 
and volunteers already here in the 
31 district," Ridge said. 
His assumption is correct if the 
$10,000 his campaign claims to have 
raised from donations is any indicator. 
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Thunderstorms are predict-
ed today with an 80 percent 
chance of precipitation. 
Highs in the low 70s and 
lows in the low 50s. 
This week starts with thunderstorms and 
then moves into partly cloudy, shifts to most-
ly cloudy and then resumes partly cloudy. 
welcome 
to your one-stop 
entertainment 
solution 
Sign up today for 
Charter High-Speed"', Digital and HDTV! 
Charter High-Speed"' — Go faster, do more! 
From faster surfing to faster studying, Charter High-Speed 
Internet service lets you do more and wait less. 
Charter DigitalT" — 21st Century TV! 
True digital pictures and sound, Charter Digital gives the 
most movies at the best value. 
Charter HDTVT" — See the whole picture! 
High Definition 1V Is 5 times sharper than regular 1V with 
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established in 1922 
WINONAN 
news for a campus community 
The Winonan, an 
Associated Collegiate 
Press Newspaper, was 
established in 1922 as 
the first student news-
paper at Winona State 
University. The 
Winonan is managed, 
funded and operated by 
and for members of the 
WSU community. Published weekly, the 
5,000-circulation newspaper investigates 
and reports campus and community news 
in a timely, appropriate and relevant man-
ner to readers. Information is delivered 
lawfully, objectively, tastefully and fairly. 
The Winonan generates 65 percent of 
its budget through advertising sales. Thir-
ty-five percent is provided through stu-
dent activities fees. 
Subscriptions for persons outside the 
university are available by contacting the 
Editor-in-Chief or the Advertising or 
Business Manager. 
The Winonan is copyrighted and may 
not be reproduced without permission. 
Please address all correspondence to: 
The Winonan, Winona State University, 
Kryzsko Commons, PO Box 5838, 
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Aug. 24 — At 3:15 p.m. a 
number of skateboarders 
were removed from cam-
pus. 
Aug. 24 — At 3:43 p.m. a 
staff member reported that 
sometime between Aug. 9 
and Aug. 19 some 
person(s) removed an LCD 
Projector from the Tau Cen-
ter. 
Aug. 28 — At 10:30 p.m. 
security was requested at 
Prentiss-Lucas due to a 
number of students on the 
roof. 	Security contacted 
several 	individuals who 
apparently just came off the 
roof. The matter was 
referred to the hall director. 
Aug. 28 — At 11:30 p.m. 
a student was cited for pos-
session of alcohol in the 
parking lot of East Lake. 
The matter was referred to 
the hall director. 
Aug. 29 — At 3 a.m. the 
Winona Police and Winona 
Area Ambulance responded 
to Sheehan due to an intox-
icated individual. The sub-
ject was not a student at 
Winona State. 
Aug. 30 — At 2 p.m. a 
student reported that some-
time on Aug. 29 between 9 
p.m. and 10 p.m. unknown 
person(s) entered his room 
in the Quad and removed 
three books from his 
unlocked room. The matter 
was referred to the director 
of security. 
Sept. 1 — At 3:30 p.m. 
security assisted a student 
who was physically unable 
to get down the stairs in 
Minne Hall due to a handi-
cap. 
Sept. 2 — At 12:50 a.m. 
security assisted a student 
who injured her head in her 
room. The incident occurred 
in Sheehan Hall. The stu-
dent was taken to the hospi-
tal by a friend. 
Sept. 2 — At 10:30 p.m. 
a student was cited for 
attempting to bring alcohol 
into Lourdes Hall. The mat-
ter was referred to the hall 
director. 
Sept. 5 — At 10:10 p.m. 
security cited a number of 
students for an alcohol vio-
lation at the East Lake 
Campus. The matter was 
referred to the hall director. 
Sept. 7 — At 10:20 p.m. 
a student was injured in 
Somsen Hall when a door 
closed on his shoulder. The 
glass shattered and caused 
some cuts in his arm. 
Sept. 9 — At 12:20 a.m. 
several students were cited 
for an alcohol violation at 
Maria Hall. The matter was 
referred to the hall director. 
Sept. 9 — At 1:25 p.m. 
security responded to 
Kryzsko Commons regard-
ing a student who was feel-
ing faint. The student was  
assisted to Health Services. 
Sept. 9 — At 12:50 a.m. 
a student reported a suspi-
cious person in the Library. 
The suspect was gone 
when security arrived. 
Sept. 9 — At 1:30 a.m. 
the Winona Police Depart-
ment requested assistance 
in locating a student con-
cerning a welfare check. 
The matter was referred to 
the police. 
Sept. 9 — At 11:50 p.m. 
a student was cited for 
attempting to bring alcohol 
into Prentiss-Lucas. The 
matter was referred to the 
hall director. 
Sept. 10 — At 10:50 p.m. 
security responded to a 
report of an intoxicated stu-
dent in the Tau Center. The 
Winona Police and ambu-
lance were also notified. 
Krueger 
go unnoticed. 
Mary Kesler, president of the 
faculty association, said that 
Krueger's retirement came as a 
shock to most faculty and staff 
members. 
"He's done a wonderful job 
and positioned the university 
well," she said. "We're never 
going to get another Darrell 
Krueger." 
State Rep. Gene Pelowski, 
DFL-Winona, a 1975 graduate 
of Winona State, congratulated 
Krueger on his dedication to the 
academic excellence of the uni-
versity. 
"The transfer of Winona State 
over the last 15 years has been 
remarkable," Pelowski said. "He 
has made Winona State a pre-
mier academic institution." 
One of Krueger's academic 
accomplishments was the con-
struction of the new library. 
Though rumors regarding 
whether the building will be 
named "Krueger Library" in his 
memory have run through cam-
pus, they have gone uncon-
firmed. If the library was to bear 
his name "I would be deeply 
moved," Krueger said. 
Nancy Conner, director of 
publications and media relations 
for Minnesota State Colleges  
and Universities, said the search 
for Krueger's successor will be 
underway in late September or 
early October. The search will be 
conducted by MnSCU Chancel-
lor James McCormick. 
McCormick will assemble a 
search committee chaired by the 
president of one of the other 
state universities in the MnSCU 
system. The committee will con-
sist of faculty, staff and students 
from Winona State. A search 
firm will assist with recruiting 
candidates. 
After finalists are selected, 
the search committee will con-
duct two-day interviews with 
Continued from Page 1 
each candidate. The chancellor 
and MnSCU trustees will also 
interview the finalists. The chan-
cellor will make the final recom-
mendations to the MnSCU broad 
of trustees. If all goes well, the 
new university president will be 
in office by June 30. 
Shortly after his June retire-
ment date, Krueger will leave 
Minnesota with his family and a 
lifetime of Winona State memo-
ries. 
"I've enjoyed helping others 
achieve their dreams," Krueger 
said. 
Reporter Emily Finley con-
tributed to this article. 
Write your math 
problems on the 
Tablet PC! 
Student price: $98 
;van current student ID 
Buy at www.xthink.com  
Or call 512 238-1888 
Tuition 
State senior, said he has heard 
students complaining about the 
increase. 
"The students definitely are 
not happy," Krasaway said in an 
interview in June with the 
Winona Daily News. 
Krasaway agreed that student 
opinions on the increase depend 
on how their education is being 
funded. 
"You see a difference in the 
students who have to pay for 
school and those who don't," 
Krasaway said. 
Though student opinions dif-
fer, it seems that most students 
are dissatisfied with the continu- 
"I understand, but I don't 
agree," Laura Feider, a Winona 
State junior from Racine, Wis., 
said. "I think everyone should be 
able to afford an education." 
"Since the tuition has gone 
up, I haven't really noticed a dif-
ference in education and campus 
facilities," Nick Laurent, a 
Winona State senior from Forest 
Lake, Minn., said. 
Greg Peterson, financial aid 
director for Winona State, said 
the tuition and fee rise is increas-
ing the amount of students 
requesting financial aid for the 
2004-05 school year. 
Peterson said that about 70 
Continued from Page 1 
percent of the student body will 
receive some kind of financial 
aid. A majority of students apply 
for the maximum amount of aid, 
including loans, they can get. . 
Winona State has put an addi-
tional $100,000 into the univer-
sity work-study program. The 
university has added additional 
positions and students on the 
work-study program will receive 
a 40 cent per hour raise. Peterson 
said the work-study adjustments 
are in action at the present time. 
"I can see that students are 
concerned about the increase," 
Peterson said. "We're trying 
everything we can to help them." 
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Maxwell Field name now includes Midwest Wireless 
MINNESOTA (AP) — Winona 
State University announced Midwest 
Wireless, a Mankato, Minn.-based com-
pany, is the lead sponsor for the renova-
tions at Maxwell Field. 
Dan Schumacher, Winona State's 
chief fund-raiser, said Midwest Wireless 
agreed to give a $250,000 contribution 
to the university for the building of a 
new press box. The box will include 
eight skyboxes, coaches' offices, meet-
ing rooms, classrooms and locker 
rooms. 
For their gift, Midwest Wireless will 
be rewarded with the renaming of the 
field to Maxwell Field at Midwest Wire-
less Stadium. 
Dennis Miller, president of Midwest 
Wireless, told the story of how he first 
heard about the project, which carries a  
$1.4 million price tag, at an August 
press conference. 
"I got an e-mail, and the first 
line told me to read the entire thing 
before I deleted it," Miller, who 
graduated from Ellendale High 
School and Minnesota State Uni-
versity, Mankato, said. 
"It would be very easy to justify 
this expenditure economically, but 
what we are doing for the universi-
ty is so much more important than 
the economics." 
Miller said a gift such as the one 
Midwest Wireless is making is the 
best kind because it keeps on giv-
ing. 
The revenue generated from the 
luxury boxes will be put back into 
the athletic department to be used 
Heather Henkel/WINONAN 
In August, Winona State became the first 
school in Minnesota to have a corporate 
sponsor on campus property. 
for athletic scholarships. 
Schumacher said $900,000 had 
been raised as of early August, and 
that getting the additional $500,000 
to finish the project would get done 
soon enough. 
The skyboxes should be avail-
able for use in the spring. 
Schumacher said Winona State 
and Midwest Wireless negotiated 
the naming rights for several 
months starting in January, when 
the university brought up the idea 
of a title sponsor for a new project. 
Schumacher said for the five 
months the two sides were ham-
mering out a deal, he spent all of 
his days lining up donors and get-
ting enough money to complete the 
project. 
Some of those donors include Head 
Football Coach Tom Sawyer, Mayor 
Jerry Miller, University President Dar-
rell Krueger, Athletic Director Larry 
Holstad, Schumacher, Assistant Foot-
ball Coach Matt Entz, RTP Company, 
Hiawatha Broadband Communications, 
Merchants Bank and Winona National 
Bank. 
"The biggest and best part of this 
project is the stream of money that will 
go to creating more athletic scholar-
ships," Sawyer said, who played foot-
ball and baseball at Winona State in the 
late 1970s and early '80s. 
"The athletes are the biggest bene-
factors, especially the football players. 
It gives the kids even more of an idea 
what it is like to play college football." 





Winona State University 
professors, along with other 
state university professors, 
will vote on the negotiated 
contract for the 2004-06 
school years on Sept. 1S, after 
a grueling negotiation process 
lasting a year and half. 
Inter Faculty Organiza-
tion's President Nancy Black 
said that if the contract is not 
ratified there are three possible 
out-comes; going back into 
contact negotiations, a strike 
vote or the legislature might 
impose a contract on faculty. 
Black said she believes that 
the IFO will ratify the 
contract. 
"Faculty members are 
very cognizant of the 
current economic state of 
Minnesota State Col-
leges and Universities 
and the hardships placed 
on students," she said. 
Nancy Conner, direc-
tor of media relations for 
MnSCU, said, "We have 
every reason to believe 
the tentative agreement will be 
approved. The parties worked 
hard and compromised in 
order to reach an agreement." 
Black said the votes should 
be collected and a verdict 
announced by 6 p.m. Sept. 15. 
"It's not a good contract," 
said Black, "but students don't 
deserve an increase in tuition 
to make up for us." 
Black said that part of the 
proposed contract IFO asked 
MnSCU to create a task force 
for calculating the average 
salary for all university level 
professors in the United 
States. 
She said that she is most 
worried about the "younger  
professors" who have families, 
since the negotiated contract 
has only an 85 percent health-
care coverage for dependants 
compared to the previous con-
tract which had full coverage 
for all family members. 
In order for the IFO to rati-
fy the contract it needs a 
majority of the MnSCU uni-
versities, at least four out of 
seven, and a plurality 
approval, 51 percent or higher, 
for all voting members, Black 
said. 
Since the first day of class-
es all state university profes-
sors have been working with-
out a contract. 
Matt Hyle, a professor at 
Winona State and a member of 
the contract negotiation team, 
said that the court case filed 
last year against MnSCU by 
the IFO had an effect on the 
contract negotiations. 
The lawsuit, filed back in 
April 2003, was about health-
care benefits that had been 
changed illegally, from 100 
percent to 85 percent cover-
age. 
The court sided with the 
IFO and an agreement of back-
pay was issued to all faculty 
members in the state universi-
ty system. 
Hyle said that the IFO has 
never rejected a contract, but 
five years ago the union took a 
vote for a potential strike, due 
to similar circumstances and 
eventually the union got the 
contract it wanted. 
"The contract is not accept-
able," said Hyle whose family 
had used up nearly $1,600 in 
healthcare coverage between 
January and July this year. 
He said MnSCU would 
have saved more money had 
the contract been accepted 
back in November 2003 which 
asked for a pay freeze, except 
for a few promoted faculty, 
and continued full benefits for 
healthcare. 
Currently all Minnesota 
state employees get 85 percent 
healthcare coverage for depen-
dants. 
Negotiations for the next 
contract will begin once 
MnSCU has received their 
allotted finances from the state 
legislature. 
MINNESOTA (AP) — It passes 
as common knowledge among 
Winona State University students 
that the city has a brothel law that 
regulates how many females can 
share a home. 
Depending on which student you 
ask, the city supposedly considers a 
residence with more than five women 
to be a bordello. 
The rule — which Winona State's 
three sororities and two fraternities 
believe prevents sororities from hav-
ing houses — supposedly is tied to 
Winona's seedy past. 
"We've heard about the law," said 
Lindsey Reed, who was vice presi-
dent of Sigma Sigma Sigma last 
school year. "It's affecting us and 
we'd really like to see something 
done about it." 
Reed said older sorority sisters 
told her someone had approached 
city hall about the ordinance, but the 
city said the group would need to go 
before the city council to get the rule 
changed. 
"It would be a huge process to get 
this law dismembered," Reed said. 
But city planner Mark Moeller 
and building official Steve Carson  
were mystified when asked about the 
ordinance. 
"That would be news to me," said 
Moeller. 
And it should be news, since there 
is no evidence that such a rule ever 
existed. 
No more than five unrelated peo-
ple can share a single-family 
dwelling. But that rule applies to 
males and females and the occupancy 
level is based on square footage, not 
gender. 
Still, a process is in place for a 
sorority to get a house that can have 
more than five women living there. 
The city used a variance and a 
conditional use permit when giving 
approval for the Pi Lambda Phi fra-
ternity in 1996. 
"If the guys can have one, the girls 
can. We don't discriminate," he said. 
Katie Warman, public relations 
chairwoman of Delta Phi Epsilon, 
which has about 50 members, said 
the rumor was passed down for years. 
Now that Warman knows the ordi-
nance is just an urban legend, she 
said her nearly 12-year-old chapter 
will "definitely" look into getting a 
house. 
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Pawlenty plan bad 




announced a plan 
to tie attendance in 
the classroom to 
the privilege of 
having a driver's 
license. 
This plan would 
not allow high 
school students to 
get their license if 
they have missed 
more than seven "unex- 
cused" absences in the classroom. 
The Governor stated there is a 
"strong correlation" between school 
attendance and success in the class-
room and any motivation for stay-
ing in school is helpful. 
The Governor stated "When you 
are 16 or 17 years old, the most 
desirable thing you can get is a dri-
ver's license." 
The Governor is right in those 
assertions and I think this is a good 
idea at its base except for a couple 
things. 
The first being that the Republi-
can Party is the party of less gov-
ernment and less influence in our 
lives; this does not look to be the 
case in this situation. 
This is the role of parents to 
take, not government. 
If parents don't think their kids 
should be able to drive, that should 
be up to them. 
Second, how much money will 
this cost us? 
We will have to spend money on 
man hours drawing up this form. 
And if you 
know anything 
about govern-
ment, it will 
go through the 










anyone to the Pollution Control 
Agency making sure that the pink 
copy is bio-degradable and so not 
as to hurt our mother the earth. 
The problem that Governor 
Pawlenty is trying to solve is a 
social issue and should not be con-
fused as a policy issue. 
How can we make sure that kids 
go to school? 
We can't, it is a choice. If a kid 
wants to skip class and hang out 
with their buddies and not go to 
class, that is up to him. 
If parents do nothing to change 
this behavior that again is up to 
them. 
But why would the government 
want to take their license? 
The government will need these 
uneducated slobs someday so that 
they can get to work and flourish in 
the exciting world of ditch digging. 











Voting matters, when Electoral College isn't involved 
There is a concerted effort this election season in get-ting the college-age group 
to register and vote. 
They say it doesn't matter 
whom you vote for, as long as you 
vote. At the federal level, specifi-
cally the office of the President of 
the United States, it's probably 
not even necessary to vote. 
It doesn't matter whether you 
win the popular vote or not. This 
isn't some post-2000 election 
whine. If you know anything 
about political science or history, 
then you would know that Ben-
jamin Harrison lost the 1 888 elec-
tion by a slim 100,000 votes, yet 
came back in the electoral college 
vote to spank, then incumbent, 
Grover Cleveland, 233 to 168. 
In those days, the Republican 
party was quite liberal. They 
opposed things like slavery, the 
South and had a bunch of stuffy-
shifted progressives who opposed 
fun things like debauchery and 
drinking. 
In those days, the South wasn't 
in the Republican pocket as it is  
today, which is 
why Cleveland 
easily came 




But if you 
want to talk con-
troversy, here's a 
name: Ruther-
ford B. Hayes. 
Hayes 	lost 
the popular vote 
with less than 
300,000 votes and in a Senate-
appointed commission of eight 
Republicans and seven Democ-
rats, following contested electoral 
votes in the South, Hayes stole the 
electoral vote 185 to 184. 
In order to sway the South 
from another secession from the 
U.S. — and thus preventing 
another Civil War — Hayes 
pledged to remove all U.S. troops 
remaining in the South. This act 
not only ended reconstruction, it 
allowed local governments to 













ident is a 
bumbling 
idiot, just remem- 
ber, it could be 
worse. 
But, it doesn't matter if you 
vote for the presidential candi-
dates. The electoral college has 
the constitutional right and duty, 
until changed by an amendment, 
to select your president, because 
you and I are idiots and can't 
make adequate decisions. (And 
then people who use words like 
"common sensical" get elected.) 
While voting for the presiden-
cy is a waste of time, voting 
isn't. 
Whether you're a "party 
person" (one who votes along 
lines of your party, regardless of 
whether or not you actually agree 
with the stance of your party) or if 
you're like me and vote for the 
candidate who best represents 
your needs, it's important to vote. 
There are plenty of candidates 
— party affiliation or not — who 
represent you in local, state and 
federal government. Their fates 
are decided by you, John and Jane 
Q. Public. 
You've seen the signs. Gene 
Pelowski for State Representa-
tive. Mara Rukivina for City 
Council. Gil Gutknecht, Our Rep-
resentative. Leigh Pomeroy. Chris 
Arnold. Debbie White. Greg 
Davids. Nick Ridge. Bob Kierlin. 
The list goes on and on. 
Whether it is a state represen-
tative proposing to place a tire 
burning plant funded by his 
father-in-law in your community; 
a candidate saying he wants to 
help students, but voted in favor  
of a tuition increase as a member 
of the Student Senate; a city coun-
cil candidate opposed to changing 
the alternate side parking ordi-
nances that affects all students 
around Winona State or two city 
council candidates who have been 
battling one another for years over 
a confrontation in a dentist's 
office, the important thing to 
remember is that the issues your 
local representatives handle in the 
federal, state and local govern-
ments are issues that many of us 
will vote for this election year and 
actually matter to regular people 
like you and me. 
And they carry more impor-
tance than John and George and 
what the two over-privileged 
Yalies did between 1968 and 
1974. 
Reach Adam Crowson at 
Winonan@Winonan.edu  
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
Send letters to the editor at Winonan@winona.edu  or 
at the Winonan Office in the Lower Hyphen of Kryzsko Commons 
It's time to take action 
We invite readers and 
Winonan staff members 
to share their opinions in 
these columns. 
The opinions in the 
pages of this newspaper 
do not reflect those of 
the MnSCU system, 
Winona State University, 
its faculty, staff or 
student body. Any 
questions or comments 
should be directed to the 
Winonan publication 
board, editorial board, 
managing editor or 
submitted as letters to 
the editor. 
Letters to the editor 
must be 250 words or 
less and received by the 
Sunday preceding our 
Wednesday publication 
dates and include your 
full name, major, year in 
school and telephone 
number to be published. 
Letters from faculty 
members must include 
full name, title or depart-
ment and phone number. 
Letters from commu-
nity members must 
include 	full 	name, 
address 	and 	phone 
number. 
We will not run 
anonymous letters. 
The Winonan has the 
right to edit for space 
and relevance when 
necessary, and to reject 
ads and letters to the edi-
tor it deems inappropri-
ate. All letters should 
comply with university 
policies. 
Letters may be sent 
via e-mail to Winonan 
(cijwinona.edu with 
"letter to editor" as the 
subject line. They can 
also be faxed to 457-
5317 or delivered to the 
Winonan office in 
Kryzsko Commons.  
want to be involved? Participate online. The current climate 
in American politics is rather 
volatile and with the Ameri-
can public and politicians 
polemically divided around 
major domestic and interna-
tional issues, like domestic 
security and the war in Iraq, 
more individuals need to take 
a stand. 
This is easier than you think 
but to take a stand you first need 
to be informed. One excellent 
news source is available at 
news.google.com. This site is 
updated constantly and makes 
news sources from around the 
globe instantly available. 
One issue that currently 
divides American's is the war in 
Iraq. Even now that the war with 
Iraq has morphed into a war in 
Iraq an argument still consistent-
ly employed by those in support 
of the war is that Anti-war pro-
testors do not support United 
States troops. 
Individuals who are against 
the war in Iraq or at least initiat-
ing war in Iraq can still support 
"our troops" by using Web sites 
such as www.AnySoldier.us . 
This Web site acts as a middle 
man by supplying the American 
public at home with soldiers 
overseas who are in need of 
some amenities. An individual 
Closing of workforce 
center disappointing 
Our state has a responsibility 
to ensure people the training and 
skills necessary to be successful 
and advance their career. So when 
I heard that the Job Service pro-
gram at the Red Wing Workforce 
Center was closing, I was 
shocked and disappointed. 
The Job Service program is a 
federally-funded program admin-
istered by the Minnesota Depart-
ment of Employment and Eco-
nomic Development (DEED), 
serving the average worker and 
employer. Other programs at the 
Workforce Centers serve employ-
ees who lost their jobs as part of a 
mass layoff, such as a plant clos-
ing, as well as seniors and dis-
abled people. The Job Service 
program is the only program 
whose sole purpose is to help the 
person who walks in off the street 
and needs help finding a job. 
While the Workforce Center 
will remain open, the loss of the 
Job Service staff means that job 
seekers will have to drive to 
Faribault to get the assistance 
they need. 
Maybe for a leisurely drive on 
a fall day, '50 miles (100 miles  
roundtrip) is reasonable. For 
someone with no income looking 
for a job, two hours in a car can 
hardly be called "reasonable." 
In the coming months, I will be 
examining our Workforce system 
and looking for options to rein-
state funding for the Job. Service 
program. While the Republicans 
in control of our government have 
largely ignored the needs of our 
workforce, whether through out-
sourcing jobs, eliminating over-
time, or cutting worker training 
programs, Senate Democrats 
believe that investing in our 
workforce in the best way to 
invest in our future. 
Steve Murphy 
State Senator, District 28 
Farewell President 
Krueger 
The news that President Dar-
rell Krueger will retire from WSU 
leaves only one year to thank him 
for the remarkable transformation 
of Winona State University that 
he has accomplished over the past 
15 years. 
I have had the privilege to 
work with dozens of university 
and college presidents in the years 
I have served on the Higher Edu-
cation Finance Division in the 
Minnesota House of Representa-
tives. 
I have worked with several 
excellent presidents but only one 
that has brought about the internal 
and external changes to a univer-
sity on such a dramatic scale. 
You only have walk through 
the campus to see this transform
tion. Where city streets once 
existed, now fountains, gardens 
and art greet the passerby. It is a 
place of both beauty and function. 
But the internal transformation 
is even more significant. Winona 
State University is now a pre-
miere academic institution with a 
quality faculty and student body 
second to none. 
President Krueger's first goal 
15 years ago was to place the new 
library as the University's number 
one legislative agenda item 
because it was the academic heart 
of the institution. Everything that 
followed was central to that prin-
ciple, the improvement of the aca-
demic standing of Winona State 
University. The Lourdes Hall 
Residency College and the new 
science building are but only two 
visible and successful examples 
of President Krueger's leadership. 
Those who walk through WSU 
are already enjoying President 
Krueger's legacy. But his endur-
ing legacy will be the impact on 
Minnesota's quality of life — car-
ried on by the Winona State Uni-
versity's graduates who will give 
back to Minnesota President 
Krueger's vision of public service 





shouldn't come at expense 
of others 
Upon entering my Prentiss 
Hall dorm room the evening of 
Saturday, Sept. 11, I found it diffi-
cult to read, study or sleep, even 
with the window closed, due to a 
University-sanctioned event 
involving very loud music being 
held in the area between Prentiss 
and Watkins Halls. The Residence 
Hall Policies and Procedures pub-
lished in the Winona State Uni-
versity Student Planner and 
Handbook state that "all residents 
have the right to study and sleep 
in their room, at any time, without 
unnecessary interruption." 
The courtyard area in the mid-
dle of campus would have been 
much more suitable for the event, 
as few people are likely to be dis-
turbed in the academic buildings 
on a Saturday evening. In my 
opinion, a band playing outside 
my window is a picture-perfect 
example of unnecessary interrup-
tion. 
This is a university, an institu-
tion of higher learning. Why 
should entertainment come at the 
unnecessary expense of the ability 




Interested in running 
a newspaper? 
The Winonan is tak-
ing applications for 
Editor-in-Chief 
(starting Fall 2005) 






code brings the user to the vote 
and result. After you have 
learned how a member of Con-
gress has voted you can find out 
why by visiting www.visi.com/ 
juan/congress/ and asking them 
yourself. This Web site is laid 
out nicely with a map that 
allows the user to point and 
click on any state, which brings 
up the email, fax, and telephone 
number of your congressman or 
woman. Links to all of the Web 
sites can be found at vvww.Move 
On.org 
As part of an educated class, 
we' as students have an obliga-
tion to our country and the sol-
diers overseas to not simply 
engage in political debate over 
drinks but actively participate 
within our system. 
I encourage you, as members 
of the campus community, to 
take advantage of the easy 
access of information that can be 
found using the Internet, profes-
sors and peers. Go farther than 
watching CNN or Fox News and 
participate. 
By going online we can tune 
into the current political debate 
and create a sophisticated 
response to arguments for or 
against our political ideology. 




can find a soldier online and 
send him or her items they need 
via care package. Another option 
for supporting troops overseas 
can be found at 
www.heromiles.org/.  
Currently, soldiers traveling 
home on emergency leave must 
fit the bill for their domestic 
flights. This Web site collects 
donations of frequent flyer miles 
by the public to help troops trav-
el home on R&R or Emergency 
Leave for free. 
A great online resource for 
individuals who want to get 
involved in politics is 
www.Voterpunch.com . 
This website allows users to 
look up any member of Con-
gress and see how they voted on 
virtually any issue during their 
time in office. 
Any simple search by issue, 
senator/representative, or zip 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Adam Crowson, Editor-in-Chief 
	
Winonan@winona.edu 	 (507) 457-5119 
Contributed Photo 
The Mystical Arts of 
Tibet is coming to 
Winona State. The 
program is an exten-
sive art presentation. 
A performance piece 
for song and dance is 
Sept. 23 and 24 in 
Somsen Auditorium. 
Sand mandalas paint-
ing will also be exhib-
ited in a four-day ses-
sion, from Sept. 21 
until Sept. 24. 
Tibetan Monks to bring 
artwork, culture to WSU 
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Shows will go on without Theater Chair 
Adam Krahn 
WINONAN 
Students, faculty and staff of Winona 
State University's theater department 
may be working more weekends and 
long days to get the first show together 
this semester. 
Only days before the theater and 
dance department began staff and facul-
ty workshops Aug. 23, they received 
news that department chairperson 
David Bratt would be undergoing a 
double-bypass heart surgery, Professor 
Gretchen Cohenour said. 
Not only would he not be able to 
teach or act as chairperson, but he 
would not be directing "Noises Off," 
the show scheduled open Oct. 15 in the 
Performing Arts Center Mainstage The-
ater. 
Cohenour, who previously served 
two years as chairperson while Bratt 
was serving as president of the Inter-
Faculty Organization, will once again 
take that position. 
However, someone was still needed 
to handle Bratt's class load and to direct 
a show, but luckily Bratt's colleagues 
were able to solve that problem within 
about a day's time, Cohenour said. 
Tonia Krueger, who just received her 
Ph.D. in theater performance from Ohio 
State University, was in Winona over 
the summer doing marketing work for 
the Great River Shakespeare Festival. 
Krueger was planning to head back 
to Ohio and start a career in profession-
al theater, but when she was offered the 
semester position at Winona State, she 
couldn't turn it down, she said. 
"It felt like I was in the right place at 
the right time," she said, adding that she  
also felt some loyalty to WSU, as she 
was a student here for a few semesters 
in the early 1990s. 
In place of "Noises Off," Krueger 
chose to direct "The Most Fabulous 
Story Ever Told," by Paul Rudnick. 
With such short notice, it would have 
been unfair to make Krueger direct the 
first show of the semester, Cohenour 
said, so the dates of the two shows were 
swapped. 
William Shakespeare's "Taming of 
the Shrew," directed by Professor 
Vivian Fusillo, will now be the October 
show and will be performed on the 
Main Stage instead of the smaller 
Dorothy B. Magnus Theater. 
Fusillo said she had wanted to have 
the stage built around the audience 
space, but that idea is no longer an 
option. 
"It will be the same play, but a total- 
ly different style," she said. 
Instructor Peggy Sannerud, who is 
designing sets for both shows, said 
she's behind schedule due to the last-
minute changes. 
She had spent the summer designing 
"Noises Off," which requires a complex 
set, she said, and has only just started 
designs for "Taming of the Shrew." 
Technical Director Jim Danneker 
said set construction for the first show 
usually begins the first week of classes, 
but everyone understands the circum-
stances and accepts that the set will 
have to be less extravagant and that 
some weekend work hours are needed. 
Fusillo said actors will need to work 
a little harder as well. Without finished 
stage plans, they were notable to start 
planning the action of the play as soon 
as Fusillo would have liked. 
Theater faculty and staff are all feel- 
ing the effects of the recent changes, but 
nobody's panicking. 
Sannerud said that the experience 
might give students a better idea of 
what the professional theater world is 
like because calendars, money and short 
production periods are all part of the 
game. 
Bratt said that a new professor is also 
a great asset because the department is 
small, and it's important for students to 
be able to work with new people and 
new ideas from time to time. 
Bratt will spend the semester recu-
perating and plans to do some other 
work on campus if his colleagues 
should have a need. 
Reach 	Adam 	Krahn 	at: 
AJKrahn 1201@webmail.winona.edu 
Local writers 
print river mag 
Heather Stanek 
WINONAN 
Two local writers 
have come together to 
give other writers a 
chance at having their 
work published in a 
literary magazine, due 
for release later this 
year. 
Nancy Peterson, a 
published poet and 
director of grants at 
Winona State Univer-
sity, said the publica-
tion, "Main Channel 
Voices: A Dam Fine 
Literary Magazine," 
would be independent 
from the university, 
with four issues every 
year. 
"We're going to 
keep it sort of sim-
ple," she said. "We 
hope to have fun with 
it." 
Peterson said that 
she and her partner, 
Carol Borzyskowski, 
also a published poet, 
intend to have the first 
issue out by Decem-
ber 15. 
So far they have 
received between 25 
and 30 poems from 
Winona State students 
and faculty, poets of 
national merit, and an 
individual from Scot-
land. 
She said the maga-
zine will be competi-
tive because it was 
advertised at a nation-
al level, but it's open 




River theme, Peterson 
said they would 
accept poetry on any 
subject as long as the 
work was well-writ-
ten. 
"It's not limited to 
the river, but we don't 
want anything overly 
sentimental," Peter-
son said. "No 'roses 
are red, violets are 
blue,' that sort of 
thing." 
The magazine also 
could include poems 
with rhymes, humor 
or social statements, 
she said. 
Peterson said she 
has always loved 
poetry and wanted to 
publish a literary  
magazine after last 
Spring's poetry read-
ing at the Winona Arts 
Center. 
The success of the 
event inspired her to 
research the magazine 
and invest time and 
money in it, she said. 
Peterson said she 
and Borziskowski do 
not expect to make 
any profit, but hope to 
help themselves and 
others grow as writ-
ers. 
Submissions can 
be e-mailed to Peter-
son or Borziskowski 
by Oct. 31 for the first 
issue. 
Peterson said more 
information on the 
magazine is also 




tions of $25 will be 
available, but those 
who are published in 
the magazine will 
receive that issue for 
free. 
Individual issues 
also may be pur-
chased for $7.50 a 
piece. 
Peterson said the 
magazine could not 
only teach poets how 
to improve their writ-
ing skills, but also 
help them to relate to 
other writers. 
"When you read 
other people's poetry, 
you learn more about 
your own," she said. 
Even though peo-
ple are reading less 
often, Peterson said 
poetry has grown 
since Sept. 11 because 
it can be an effective 
stress-reducer. 
She said poetry 
also teaches about the 
importance of diversi-
ty in background and 
culture. 
"Poetry tells you 
something about the 
human condition and 
it tells you something 
about yourself," she 
said. 
Peterson said poet-
ry also unifies indi-
viduals and helps 
them associate with 
other people. 
"(Poetry) can help 
you feel less alone," 
she said. "It can make 
the world smaller." 
John Yehambarum 
WINONAN 
The Mystical Arts of Tibet 
world tour is coming to Winona 
State University and will be pre-
senting various art forms in the-
ater and dance performed by 
Tibetan monks. 
The Mystical Arts of Tibet is 
co-produced by Richard Gere 
Productions and Drepung Losel-
ing Institute, the North American 
Seat of Drepung Loseling 
Monastery. 
Gretchen Cohenour, project . 
director, who takes personal inter-
est in this event, wrote the pro-
posal for the event. She said there 
are two main activities, which are 
the Sacred Musi, Sacred Dance 
for World Healing and the Man-
dala Sand Painting. 
Cohenour said that this event 
also offers complementary activi-
ties, which include guided medi-
tation, lecture on Tibetan monks 
and various workshops. 
The Sacred Music, Sacred 
Dance for World Healing is a 
two-hour stage show, which will 
be held at Somsen Auditorium on 
Sept. 23 and Sept. 24, said 
Cohenour. 
In Tibet, The Sacred Music, 
Sacred Dance is performed when-
ever a monastery celebrates a 
spiritual festival. People from 
surrounding villages and nomadic 
tribes would assemble in the 
monastery's courtyard for the 
three or four days of sacred music 
or dance, she said. 
Cohenour said the Mystical 
Arts of Tibet tour was designed to 
help in the development of the 
tradition and its presentation is 
streamlined in such a way as to 
maintain the essential integrity 
and purpose of the celebration. 
Cohenour said that the Man-
dala Sand Painting exhibition will 
be a four day creation process 
from Sept. 21 to 24, which will 
involve colorful grains of sands 
which will be carefully laid into 
place on a flat platform. 
The actual construction of the 
Mandala begins with the drawing 
of the design on the base or tekpu. 
The artists measure out and draw 
the architectural lines using a 
straight-edged ruler, compass and 
white ink pen. 
Colored sand is then applied to 
the mandala through the end of a 
metal funnel. The funnel is filled  
with colored sand and is then 
rasped in order to release a fine 
stream of sand. 
Cohenour said at the end of the 
Sacred Sand Mandala process the 
monks dismantle the mandala, 
sweeping up the colored sands to 
symbolize the impermanence of 
all that exists and then carry the 
sands in a procession to a flowing 
body of water. 
In Winona, the sands will be 
released into the Mississippi 
river, which is believed to spread 
the healing energies of the man-
dala throughout the world, said 
Cohenour. 
Cohenour said the Tibetan 
monks were here six years ago. 
"We had people come from all 
over the region, from Madison, 
Wis. and Chicago to witness this 
event and there was a strong 
sense of spirit and energy sur-
rounding our campus. Having 
those meditation sessions was 
really good for our community 
and really pulled our community 
together," Cohenour said. 
Cohenour believes it will be a 
success this time around with the 
same impact and atmosphere as 
before. 





Web designer and avid music fan, Jesse 
Lockard of La Crosse, Wis. has created a 
Web site dedicated to La Crosse area music 
scene called Lacrossemusic.com . 
Lockard said he wanted to create a com-
munity that could bring people together. He 
said the site has become a gathering commu-
nity for musicians, music promoters, club 
owners, and music fans alike. 
When Lockard moved to the area, he said 
there was a huge music scene with lots of 
musicians but noticed there were very few 
outlets where local musicians could expose 
themselves. 
Spreading the word and promoting the 
area is the goal of the Web site, 
Lockard.said. 
He said his hope is to give exposure to 
area bands and excite the community about 
the music that is out there. 
The Web site features everything a musi-
cian or music fan would want to know about 
the La Crosse area; an extensive list of local 
and regional band links, venue information 
and upcoming shows and events. 
"The message board really drives it," 
said Lockard when referring the site, "We 
have around 300 members." 
Lockard said that even though Web site is 
called LaCrossemusic.com , it's really about 
promoting the La Crosse area and making it 
grow. 
The board is diverse with categories 
ranging from political debate to the rumor 
section. There is even a section where musi-
cians can place "ads" to fill empty slots in 
their groups, or just let other people know 
they are looking to play. 
Lockard said he does not pick and 
choose what kinds of bands and music get 
exposure. The site features everything from 
The La Crosse Symphony to the area's metal 
scene. 
He said he feels it may be the best outlet 
for younger fans to learn about new bands 
and music they might not otherwise be 
familiar with, simply because they are not 
old enough to get into the bars. 
He also feels it is a great way to make 
new friends and meet people who are inter-
ested in the same things you are interested 
in. 
Reach Will Marvelas at WJ 
Marave4836@webmail.winona.edu  
WEDNESDAY SEPT. 15, 2004 
■ Voting for Homecoming King & 
Queen 
■ 7:30 p.m. — Delta Phi Epsilon and 
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority, Recruit-
ment, Dining Room B 
THURSDAY SEPT. 16 , 2004 
■ Voting for Homecoming King & 
Queen 
■ 7:30 p.m. — Delta Phi Epsilon and 
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority, Recruit-
ment,Dining Room B 
FRIDAY SEPT. 17 , 2004 
■ Deadline for Homecoming Parade 
Registration 
■ Delta Phi Epsilon and Sigma Sigma 
Sigma Sorority, Bid Day 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 18 , 2004 
Victorian Fair 
■ 10 a.m. — Squeezebox Circle with 
Them Damn Accordions, Levee Park 
Tent; Dave Linton Juggler, all day, Levee 
Outside; Civil War encampment, Levee 
Outside; Farmers Market, Levee Out-
side; Crafters, Levee Outside. 
■ 11 a.m. - Minnesota Living Histo-
ry: Railroad Skit, Wilkie Patio Tent; Baby 
Gramps Kids Music Show, Winona Coun-
ty Historical Society Museum. 
■ 11:30 a.m. — David Echelard and 
Suzanne Cooley — Hurdey Gurdies and 
Bagpipe Music. 
■ Noon — Baby Gramps, early jazz, 
blues, ragtime and novelty music, Wilkie 
Patio Tent; Nathan Gill, Aussie Celtic folk 
music, Levee Park Tent; Dr. Bob's Pup-
pet Theater, "A Midsummer Night's 
Dream", Winona County Historical Soci-
ety Armory Museum; Judge Challeen 
tells tales, Winona County Courthouse; 
Historical Court Vignettes, Winona Coun-
ty Courthouse; Brass Band, Winona 
County Courthouse. 
■ 1 p.m. — Minnesota Living History: 
19th Century Fashion Show, Wilkie Patio 
Tent; Victorian String Trio, Levee Park 
Tent; Silent Auction, Levee Outside; 
International Dancers, Winona County 
Historical Society; Historical Courtcase 
Vignettes, Winona County Courthouse. 
■ 2 p.m. — Bob Miller Magician, 
Wilkie Patio Tent; Beef Slough Boys, folk, 
blues and ragtime music, Levee Park 
Tent; Silent Auction, Levee Outside; 
Green Fire Irish Dancers, Winona Coun-
ty Historical Society Armory Museum; 
Historical Courtcase Vignettes, Winona 
County Courthouse. 
■ 3 p.m. — Minnesota Living History, 
19th Century Theater, Wilkie Patio Tent; 
Township Talent Show, Levee Park Tent; 
Silent Auction, Levee Outside; Marta Kirk 
and Janusz Szlubowski, violin, piano and 
accordian music, Winona County Histori-
cal Society Armory Museum; Historical 
Courcase Vignettes, Winona County 
Courthouse. 
■ 4 p.m. — Hillbilly Yardsale, Wilkie 
Patio Tent. 
■ 4:15 p.m. — Minnesota Living His-
tory: 19th Century Dance. 
■ 7 p.m. — Winona Hims, "There's a 
Meeting Here Tonight," Pleasant Valley 
Free Church, $8. 
SUNDAY, SEPT. 19, 2004 
■ 11 a.m. — Wilkie Patio Tent; 
Gospel Blues with Sticky Nickel, Liz 
Brooks, and Jack Norton, Levee Park 
Tent; Minnesota Living history-Railroad 
Skit. 
■ 11:30 a.m — WCHS Armory Muse-
urn; David Echelard & Suzanne Cooley-
Hurdy Gurdies & Bagpipe music. 
■ noon — Levee Park Tent; Prairie 
Island Drum Group and Singers, WCHS 
Armory Museum; Dr. Bob's puppet The-
atre "Tom Sawyer", Winona County 
Courthouse; Judge Challeen tells tales. 
■ 1 p.m. — Wilkie Patio Tent; James 
Dean Hall- Upper Mississippi River 
Blues, Levee Park Tent: Minnesota Liv-
ing History- 19th Century Fashion Show, 
WCHS Armory Museum; Flanagan Irish 
Dancers. 
■ 1:30 p.m. — Winona County Court-
house; Winona Fiddlers 
■ 2 p.m. — Wilkie Patio Tent; Vicky 
and Joe Price Blues Music, Levee Park 
Tent; Jack Norton-Performs Songs of 
Freddie Fisher, WCHS Armory Museum; 
Click 'n Grinnin' Cloggers, Food Tent; 
Bob Miller, Magician. 
■ 2:30 p.m. — Gate City Jazz Band, 
Winona County Courthouse 
■ 3 p.m. — Wilkie Patio Tent; Charlie 
Parr- Blues Music, Levee Park Tent; 
Winona Fiddlers, WCHS Armory Muse-
um; Marta Kirk and Janusz Szlubowski, 
Violin, Piano and Accordian Music, 
Winona County Courthouse; Minnesota 
Living History 19th Century Wedding 
Ceremony. 
■ 3:30 p.m.— Levee Park Tent; Fid-
dler's Bee, Levee Outside; Small Quilt 
Silent Auction- bidding closes, Drawing 
held for Jewel Box Quilt. 
■ 4 p.m. — Wilkie Patio Tent; Baby 
Gramps- Music, WCHS Armory Museum; 
Minnesota Living History 19th Century 
Theater. 
MONDAY, SEPT. 20, 2004 
■ 4 to 5 p.m. — Empowering Stu-
dents Through Dynamic Mathematical 
Discourse, Gildemeister 156 
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idea? 






13 can help. 
For more than 30 years, Birthright 
has helped thousands of students 
worried about pregnancy. Our 
friendly volunteers offer free 
pregnancy tests, answers to your 
questions, referrals to community 
services and, most important, a 
friend to listen. All of our help 
is free and confidential 
Call anytime: 452-2421 • 920 W. Fifth St. 
Email address: birthrightwinona@hotmail.com  
WIN $200 




Enter the contest by writing your idea on a 
with your name, phone number and e-mail. Bring 
the bookstore by Sept. 30 and the winning idea will 
revealed Oct. 16 at the football game. 
Prize: $200 Gift Certificate to the Bookstore. 
September 15, 2004 
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Hello. I am Megan, the food 
columnist this year. I know 
what you are all thinking, 
"Great, not this stupid column 
again." 
Well, never fear, I plan on 
proving everyone wrong. 
This column will be both 
upbeat and informative, 
because I will be including 
some recipes, restaurant 
reviews, healthy-eating tips 
and much more. 
This first column I affec-
tionately call "An Ode to 
Blended FoOd." 
For the past six weeks, 
those who know me have dealt 
with my complaining about 
"drinking" my food. I had my 
jaw broken in July and the 
blender has become my best 
friend. 
I was given a book in the 
hospital that detailed all the 
different foods you can blend. 
I was not brave enough to 
blend most of the suggestions 
in the book, like pizza or ham-
burgers but I did find a few 
recipes that even you might 
find useful. 
These are good for you and 
easy to make. They are perfect 
to whip up and take to a morn- 
ing class or any other time you 
are on the go. 
My favorite is the Peach 
Pillow and I made Applesauce 
Megan O'Connell 
FOOD COLUMNIST 
Whip frequently as well. 
Peach Pillow 
lc vanilla yogurt 
1 c orange juice 
1 c canned, frozen or fresh 
peaches (I found that fresh 
tastes better) 
Dash of cinnamon 
Blend. You may thin with 
additional orange juice or 
peach syrup as desired. 
Etc. 
Applesauce Whip 
1 c pineapple juice 
ltsp. lemon juice 
2 tbsp. honey 
lc. applesauce 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
Blend. Thin with 
apple juice to desired 
consistency. 
My love affair with 
my blender ended last 
Friday when I was given 
the go ahead to start 
chewing again, but 
since I spent the better 
half of my summer 
learning to love all things 
blended I thought I 
would write about what I 
know. 
Next week, and in the fol-
lowing weeks I will be back to 
real recipes, as I am happy to 
leave my blender to collect 
dust. 
(These recipes are from 
Mayo Clinic's Meals in a 
Glass: a Diet Plan for Liquid 
Meals) 
Reach Megan 0' Connell 
at:MJ0conne 73 I 9 @ 
webmail.winona.edu 
An Ode to Blended Food 







David R. Ellis 
Cast: 
Kim Basinger; Chris Evans, William H. Macy, 
Jason Statham, Jessica Biel 
MPAA Rating 
PG-13: for violence, mild language, mild sexu-
al content 
Rating: 1 star out of 5 
Sometimes the best films of the year are 
released under the radar with little hype or press, 
and word of mouth spreads through the public cre-
ating a little buzz on a small market movie. 
Hoping to discover the next "Boondock Saints" 
or "Donnie Darko" I went to see the new film 
"Cellular" at the Winona 7 Theatres 
this weekend. The film was a total 
disappointment, unlike the two previ-
ous movies mentioned. 
The plot of the film is gimmicky 
at best and first-time director David 
R. Ellis, whose previous film work as 
stunt coordinator on "Harriet the 
Spy" and "The Jungle Book" clearly 
didn't teach him enough about direct-
ing a good film, wastes no time in 
setting up the premise. 
The story begins when a woman 
(Basinger) is kidnapped in the first 
five minutes of the film and locked 
in the attic by her captives. 
Basinger somehow pieces together 
a broken telephone to call a random 
cell phone number (Evans) and 
plead for help. The rest of the film is made up of 
stilted acting, pointless cameos (see if you can 
spot the unfunny and unoriginal Dat Phan, winner 
of the first season of Last Comic Standing) and 
even more pointless car chases. 
The typically reliable William H. Macy is wast- 
ed in the cliched role of the cop who is retiring 
soon. Jason Statham, who was great under the far-
superior direction of Guy Ritchie in the 
films "Snatch" and "Lock, Stock and 
Two Smoking Barrels", has trouble 
hiding his thick English accent here so 
he tries to make up for it by looking 
tough the whole movie. 
The two leads hurt the movie the 
most. Basinger hasn't had a good per-
formance since winning an Oscar for 
"L.A. Confidential" and the young 
Chris Evans delivers his lines so poorly 
that I was laughing at how bad he was 
by the time the credits rolled. 
A film this bad is usually the result 
of poor direction and a bad script. 
"Cellular" was written by Chris Mor-
gan with the story credit going to 
Larry Cohen. 
This is Morgan's first screenplay 
and his inexperience is evident. The actors spout 
off one cheesy line after another, with the worst 
line coming near the end when Basinger injures 
one of her captives and explains what part of the 
body she injured using her convenient knowledge 
as a high school biology teacher. 
Larry Cohen wrote the screenplay for "Phone 
Booth" so apparently he has a thing for movies 
involving phones as a cheap plot device. While 
"Phone Booth" isn't perfect by any means it at 
least had Colin Farrell and is a masterpiece in 
comparison to "Cellular." 
The movie was bad from beginning to end, 
which is too bad because I was hoping to discov-
er a hidden gem. 
Check next week's issue when I review "Sky 
Captain and the World of Tomorrow" to see if my 
movie-going luck will change. 
To find a better selection of movies make the 
drive to Lacrosse and see the subtitled "Hero" 
(haven't seen this yet but I hear it is amazing) or 
"The Bourne Supremacy." If any of my hopefully 
soon-to-be faithful readers are in Minneapolis or 
St. Paul in the near future check out the director's 
cut of "Donnie Darko" which is playing in a 
number of theaters and see one of the best, and 
little-known films to come out in the last five 
years. 
Reach Erik McClanahan at: 
EMMcclan1841@webmail.winona.edu  
Minnesota industry creates electric car 
PRINCETON, Minn. (AP) _ 
Imagine seeing golf cart-type cars 
on military bases, college campuses 
and in retirement communities. 
That's the vision of E-Ride 
Industries, a Princeton company 
that is starting to manufacture and 
market its two- and four-person 
vehicles primarily in California, 
Arizona and Florida. 
E-Ride grew out of a reorganiza-
tion of Classic Golf Cars, a custom 
golf car business that started 14 
years ago in Princeton. 
The aluminum-and-fiberglass 
vehicles run on nine 8-volt batteries 
that can power a vehicle for 55 
miles. 
"It's pretty spectacular compared 
to most of the other low-speed vehi-
cles out there," E-Ride executive 
Craig Lietha said. 
With the shape of a small pickup 
or sport utility vehicle, the E-Ride 
gets attention during test drives. 
"It definitely turns 
heads," said general 
manager Kurt. Bauer- 
recharging outlets in special elec-
tric-car parking lots. 
In the late 1990s, Classic Golf 
Cars owner John Herou noticed 
that 90 percent of his vehicles were 
being used off the golf course. In 
1998, the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration issued rules 
that clarified the requirements for 
low-speed electric vehicles. 
Vehicles that travel less than 25 
miles an hour can use public roads 
with speed limits of up to 35 mph 
— if they have safety features such 
as a windshield, windshield wipers, 
mirrors, brake lights, turn signals 
and seat belts, the agency said. 
But electric vehicle enthusiasts 
aren't limited to low-speed technol-
ogy. 
Sartell engineer Lee Hart has 
been driving electric vehicles for 30 
years. He worked with a Seattle 
company to help design a full-speed 
electric vehicle called the Tango,  
which is in its fourth prototype. 
"There were electric cars before 
there were gasoline cars," Hart said. 
But U.S. automakers chose the less-
expensive gasoline engine, and 
Hart said he believes they're having 
a hard time letting go of it. 
A California mandate prompted 
large automakers to offer zero-
emissions vehicles as well as heavy 
trucks. 
Daimler Chrysler owns a Fargo, 
N.D., plant making the GEM, an E-
Ride competitor known for its jelly-
bean shape and colors. 
Expectations are modest at E-
Ride. The nine-employee company 
hopes to make and sell 200 vehicles 
next year, 500 in the following year. 
The two-person model is priced 
at $17,322 and the four-person 
model costs $18,988. 
E-Ride plans to edge out com-
petitors with its greater range, size, 
parts availability and service. 
They're designing the vehicles 
to use as many automotive parts as 
possible, including regular car tires. 
They've simplified the water-refill 
system for batteries. 
They're focusing sales in con-
centrated areas after watching simi-
lar companies fail to manage ser-
vice in scattered markets. 
They're focusing on fleet owners 
more than individuals. They took a 
vehicle to a New York trade show 
where 1,200 government purchas-
ing agents looked at fleet-related 
services. 
Federal income tax credits 
encourage sales, as do mandates to 
use alternative fuels in a portion of 
government fleets. 
But E-Ride doesn't want man-
dates to be 'a buyer's main motive. 
"We want them to want 
it,"Lietha said. 
ly. 
The "e" in E-Ride 
stands for environ-
mental, electric and 
economics, said 
Lietha. 
Because they don't 
emit pollutants like 
those that come from 
internal combustion 
engines, the electric 
vehicles appeal to 
states trying to curb 
smog. 
They also might 
appeal to consumers 
who are weary of 
high gas prices, 
Lietha said. The low-
speed vehicles, also 
known as neighbor-
hood electric vehi-
cles, can be used for 
trips to nearby stores. 
California, Ari-
zona and Florida are 
among the states 
where low-speed 
electric vehicles can 
be registered and 
insured for use on 
public roadways. The 
vehicles are not road 
legal in Minnesota. 
California had a 
75 percent increase in 
the number of regis-
tered electric vehicles 
from the end of 1998 
to the end of 2003. 
, Phoenix is iniitalling 
O 3rd and Center 
O East Lake Apartments 








SAFE RIDE to ••• 
Downtown Winona 
Safe, Convenient, and Free! 
The Safe Ride Program operates during the academic year and is a 
collaboration of Winona State University, Saint Mary's University 
and the City of Winona. 
The goal is to provide safe transportation for university students 
(both on campus and off-campus students) during 
evening hours on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. 
Additional schedules are available in the WSU Parking Office 
in Sheehan Hall or at www.winona.edu/parking.  
addition to the designated drop-off/flick-up points, 
inona transit bus will pick up or drop students off 
an cunt along the route 	' 
For more information about the Safe Ride Program, contact Shirley Mounce at smounce@winona.edu . 
Friday and Saturday Night Schedule 
WSU E. Lake 
Arrives 
Main 	Apts. 




6:30 	6:38 	6:44 	6:49 	6:54 	6:56 	7:01 	7:06 	7:12 	7:19 
7:03 	7:09 	i i4 	 19 7:21 	7:26 	7:31 	7:37 	7:44 
7:20 	7:28 	7:34 	7:39 	7:44 	7:46 	7:51 	7:56 	8:02 	8:09 
8:18 	8:24 	8:29 	8:34 




1:02 1 . 07 
1:27 1:32 
9:12 	9:18 
9:46 	9:52 	9:58 
10:21 	10:26 	10:32 	10:38 
11:01 	11:06 	11:12 	11:18 
11:41 	11:46 	11:52 	11:58 
s:;;;7‘ e6Vg7 .1;v, 
1241 	12:46 	12:52 	12:58 
1:06 11:30 	11:38 	11:44 
12:02 	12:08 
12:19 	12:27 	12:33 
12:57 












12:45 	12:50 	12:55 	1:01 	1:08 
PiP,OVF/' 
1:34 	1:39 	1:44 	1:50 	1:57 
9:50 	. 9:58 	10:04 10:09 	10:14 Z 
10;15 	10.23 	10.29 	 "V 
Effective September 2nd, 2004 
• 
11:13 	11:19 	11:24 	11:29, 8 	11:31 
8:36 	8:41 	8:46 	8:52 	8:59 
8:16 	8:21 	8 - 27 	8:34 
9:06 	9:11 	9:17 	9:24 
9:36 	9:42 	9:49 
10-.01 	10:07 	10:14 
10:26 	10:32 	10:39 
10:51 	10:57 	11:04 
11:16 	11:22. 	11:29 
11:41 	11 . 47 	11.54 
12:06 	12:12 	12:19 
9:00 	9:08 	9:14 	9:19 	9:24 
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Baby born while Dad 
drives rush-hour 
CINCINNATI (AP) — Damon 
Porter said it was a wonder he didn't 
crash, trying to weave through rush-
hour traffic while his wife was 
about to give birth in the passenger 
seat. 
Porter was still driving when the 
baby's head was beginning to 
crown. Morgan Sanaa Porter was 
born in the emergency lane of Inter-
state 71, healthy and weighing 7 
pounds, 4 ounces. 
"I apologize to all those drivers 
out there who I might have cut off in 
traffic," Damon Porter said. 
Morgan's due date was supposed 
to be Sept. 16. Her mother, Lashyia, 
was getting ready for work Friday 
when her water broke. 
Lashyia Porter said she was in 
labor for less than 45 minutes. 
After the birth, the Porters called 
911. A paramedic helped deliver the 
placenta and cut the cord roadside. 
The mother and child were then 
taken to Christ Hospital. 
Hospital officials said about five 
of the 3,500 newborns they care for 
every year are born before the moth-
er can get there. 
Milwaukee music 
festival loses money 
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Sum-
merfest officials say that, after 
attendance dropped about 4 per-
cent during the music festival's 
11-day run in June and July, the 
event posted a $1.1 million deficit 
this year. 
Milwaukee World Festival 
Inc., the nonprofit corporation that 
runs the festival, said Thursday it 
plans to tap its $10.5 million 
reserve fund to cover the expens-
es. 
Jay Williams, chairman of the 
festival board's finance commit-
tee, and other panel members 
blamed the slide in attendance on 
rain that hit on opening day and on 
two weekend dates that typically 
would have drawn big crowds. 
Sue Landry, who has served as 
the festival's chief financial offi-
cer since 1991, said Summerfest 
had not lost money in more than 
two decades. 
But Milwaukee World Festival 
paid the city about $30,000 to 
$40,000 in rent during most of 
those years for the 70-plus acres it 
uses along the Lake Michigan 
shoreline. 
A lease signed in 2000 boosted 
rent payments above $1 million, 
and the festival pays roughly 
$750,000 on the bonds sold to 
cover $18 million in improve-
ments as part of its Millennium 
Plan. 
"We have a rainy-day fund, and 
it rained," Vice Chairman Jeff 
Crawford said. "We're fine finan-
cially." 
Williams said repairs and 
upgrades to the basic infrastruc-
ture on the grounds, from build-
ings to plumbing, might require 
more money than previously 
anticipated. 
With that in mind, he said, fes-
tival officials might revise the 
goals for larger-scale improve-
ments during the next decade. 
Don Smiley, the Summerfest 
chief executive officer hired this 
year, said strategic plans would 
focus on making the festival more 
profitable without pushing for 
large increases in attendance. 
Boosting the percentage of 
paying customers and the amount 
they spend on the grounds will be 
the keys to strengthening the bot-
tom line, Smiley said. 
"I'm very hopeful and opti-
mistic about going forward," he 
said. "I think Summerfest is 
poised to take the next step." 
September 15, 2004 
Hodge Podge 
Smith's 'Clerks:' still at work after a 10-year shift 
Page 8 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ten years 
ago, Kevin Smith became the patron 
saint of the slothful. 
The aspiring New Jersey filmmaker 
proved that if a guy worked hard 
enough, he could still make his dreams 
come true while spending a lot of time 
collecting comic books, debating the 
merits of peculiar sex, and selling ciga-
rettes and candy to dead-eyed con-
sumers. 
"Clerks," a $27,000 (euro22,164) 
black-and-white film he shot mainly 
with friends in their spare time, became 
an icon of independent cinema by 
inspiring a generation of homegrown 
filmmakers. 
"It's the kind of movie where you go, 
`If that counts, I can make a movie, 
too, — said Smith, who makes self-dep-
recation a kind of second career. "It's 
flattering on one level, but it's also a 
backhanded compliment because it's 
like, 'Dude, your movie looks so bad, 
that even a chimp can make a movie at 
this point. 
Tuesday's new three-disc DVD titled 
"Clerks X" commemorates the 10-year 
anniversary, documenting the movie's 
entire history, from Smith's birth to the 
audition tapes to the day Miramax chief 
Harvey Weinstein purchased the flick at 
the Sundance Film Festival. 
Working on the DVD inspired Smith 
to write a sequel, "The Passion of the 
Clerks," which he plans to begin film-
ing in January. 
After creating a cult-fanbase with his 
later films — "Mallrats," "Chasing 
Amy," "Dogma," "Jay and Silent Bob 
Strike Back" and "Jersey Girl" —
Smith said he wanted to go back to his 
super-low-budget roots and revisit his 
fictional cash-register dwellers. 
Smith's original movie centered on 
two 20-something guys — one from a 
convenience store, the other from a 
video store — and their disintegrating 
morale over the course of a day as they 
endure customers from hell. 
It's no coincidence that the main 
character's name was Dante. 
"I just wanted to make a movie that I 
thought was representative of me and 
my friends," Smith said. "A lot of 
movies I went to see were fun to watch 
and totally entertaining and escapist. 
But what — I'm going to identify with 
John McClane in 'Die Hard?' I would 
never jump off a building, I would never 
shoot a terrorist, I would never take my 
shirt off in public." 
He wanted to make a movie about 
what wanders into the mind of a guy 
who feels like he's going nowhere: "Star 
Wars," ex-girlfriends, hockey, porn 
movies. 
The humor in Smith's movie was the 
kind of shameless joking guys do 
around a poker game, or in the back of a 
classroom, wherever they think no one 
else is listening. 
Before the gross-out comedy craze 
of "There's Something About Mary,"  
"American Pie" and MTV's "Jackass," 
"Clerks" opened the door. 
Although it featured no violence, no 
nudity and no on-screen sex, the coarse 
dialogue earned it an NC-17 rating and 
Miramax hired attorney Alan Der-
showitz to successfully argue the ratings 
board down to an R. 
Before that, even Brian O'Halloran, 
a community theater actor who won the 
role of Dante, said he never thought the 
movie would make it to the big screen. 
"I thought it was hysterical, but the 
vulgarity of certain things, the shock 
value at that time in 1993 ... I didn't 
think it would become a feature film," 
he said. "If anything, it was just some-
thing I would have a copy of on VHS to 
show friends. 'Hey, look what I got cast 
in once ...'" 
Smith used his environment to craft a 
story, taking a lesson from Robert 
Rodriguez, another homegrown director 
who made his breakthrough in 1992 
with the $7,000 (euro5,746) shoot-'em-
up "El Mariachi" (later glossily remade 
as "Desperado.") 
Here's what Smith had at his dispos-
al: a convenience store, a lascivious 
stoner friend, and a comic book collec-
tion. All he needed were the cameras —
so he sold the comic books. That made 
him a few thousand dollars. 
He also ran up dozens of credit cards 
and collected several thousand in flood 
relief money after a storm washed over 
his New Jersey neighborhood. 
Smith's other means of investment: 
mom and dad, who gave him $3,000 
(euro2,462). 
"It was pretty huge, because my old 
man at that point was a government 
employee. He worked at the post office 
and he didn't make much more than 15 
or 2Q grand, tops," Smith said. "That 
was a big chunk for them." 
He talked the owner of the conve-
nience store into letting him shoot the 
movie there after closing time. The solid 
metal security gate stayed down over 
the main windows to make it simpler to 
control interior lighting and enable them 
to shoot at night when the story was 
supposed to take place during the day. 
Smith adjusted the script to explain 
the shutters: part of Dante's terrible day 
involved being unable to open the gate. 
He paints a sign with shoe polish that 
reads: "I assure you we're open." 
O'Halloran and his co-star Jeff 
Anderson, who played the rude video 
store clerk Randal, worked the midnight 
shift for the movie, and never expected 
to get paid. 
"It was definitely fun, and yet we all 
had real jobs," said O'Halloran. "And 
we all got done with our real jobs and 
then got down to the store around 10:30 
at night, and by the time we got into 
makeup and into costume, and we were 
ready to shoot after everything was lit, it 
was 11:30. Then we'd shoot until 5 in 
the morning or straight up until 6 when  
the store would open. Then we'd help 
Kevin open the store and move all the 
film equipment." 
Other story points were also dictated 
by circumstance. 
Smith wanted to put his friend Jason 
Mewes in the movie as Jay, a trash-talk-
ing stoner who perpetually ornaments 
the parking lot. The character was basi-
cally Mewes as himself, but he was jit-
tery about playing the part. 
"He needed somebody to talk to, but 
I didn't want anyone to take away from 
this one-man show," Smith said. Thus 
was born Silent Bob, and the director 
played the role himself. 
"Clerks" played no more than 96 the-
aters and earned only $3.1 million 
(euro2.5 million), but it became a hit on 
video and spawned an animated series, 
while making cult stars out of Jay and 
Silent Bob. 
The duo will return with Dante and 
Randal in the "Clerks" sequel, but 
Smith said they'll be more realistic than 
the slapstick buffoons they became in 
recent years, reflecting Mewes real-life 
sobriety after battling drug addiction. 
No celebrities, no big budget. Just 
another shift at the shop. Only this time, 
the film will be partly in color as well as 
black and white. 
"Just like 'The Wizard of Oz,"' 
Smith cracked, with a snap of his chew-
ing gum. 
9-year-old obsessed with vacuum cleaners 
ADRIAN, Mich. (AP) — Kyle Krich-
baum loves convertibles. He loves the 
ones made in the 1960s, the sleek, sporty 
American classics with smooth-rolling 
wheels, shiny chrome, automatic shift, 
clean vinyl, wraparound headlights, exotic 
colors such as Neptune Green and power-
ful cleaning action. 
Kyle, 9, is not into cars. His dream 
machines are Hoover vacuum cleaners, 
and the convertibles the first machines 
that made above-the-floor cleaning easy 
are among his favorites. 
For nearly his entire life, Kyle has been 
obsessed with vacuum cleaners, his par-
ents said. 
He received a toy vacuum for his first 
Christmas. Before he was 3, he dressed as 
a red Dirt Devil for Halloween. He has 
made cardboard model vacuum cleaners, 
and Lego vacuum cleaners. His school art 
projects and writings always incorporate 
vacuums. 
As he has grown, his love for all things 
Hoover has expanded into knowledge of 
all types of cleaners. He owns more than 
20 different models, runs his own carpet-
sweeping business, and livesand breathes 
through filters and beater bars. 
Kyle is not alone in his love for clean 
carpets. There are thousands of avid col-
lectors who buy and refurbish classic 
machines, with clubs, Internet chat rooms 
and museums across the country. Kyle, a 
fourth-grader, is a slender, quick-to-smile 
boy with a short haircut, a respectful 
demeanor and the expected hint of mis-
chief. 
He sports a T-shirt with a picture of a 
vacuum cleaner on it, cargo shorts and 
bare feet, his toes working the carpet 
fibers as if he were strolling the worlds 
softest beach. 
At a table festooned with vacuum 
cleaner pictures, vacuum cleaner toys and 
pages of vacuum history, Kyle is in his 
element, an expert among novices. He 
sorts through a stack of pictures that fea-
ture a historical array of the machines, 
giving details and information as if he 
were thumbing through baseball cards, 
offering trivia about motors and acces-
sories instead of batting averages. 
"My grandma's Kirby was the first one 
I remember," he said. "When I was little, I 
always had to use it, because it was so 
loud, and so heavy. I just love to look at 
vintage vacuums. 
"I'm addicted to eBay. I just bought a 
1925 Hoover that still runs! It was very 
expensive: $40. I'm in debt for it." 
Kyle collects cleaners, fixes them for 
friends and neighbors, amasses memora-
bilia and, on weekends, vacuums local 
homes for $10. 
One of his hobbies is writing to vacu-
um cleaner manufacturers to express his 
enthusiasm for their products. 
Some reply with form letters, or coffee 
mugs with company logos. 
David Oreck, the founder and CEO of 
Oreck Vacuums, based in Louisiana, 
recently sent Kyle a toy Oreck cleaner and 
an autographed 8x10 photograph, which 
Kyle proudly displays in his room. 
Oreck, 79, said that Kyle's letter stood 
out because of his young age, and he 
hopes Kyle maintains his love for the 
industry. 
"America is where dreams come true; 
Kyle can dream whatever he wishes, and 
in America, it can happen," Oreck said. 
Kyle's main household chore, of 
course, is vacuuming, although he is also 
responsible for taking out the trash. 
Kyle learns about the history and evo-
lution of the machine on the Internet (a 
Google search for the phrase vacuum 
cleaner lands 1.3 million pages) and on 
television. 
"I watch so many infomercials, so 
many times, that I have them memorized," 
he said. 
Last summer the family vacation led to 
the Hoover Historical Center, in North 
Canton, Ohio. There, Kyle saw more than 
260 vintage cleaners and was given a spe-
cial tour by a museum docent, Torn 
Anderson 
"We see 20 or more boys a year, from 
when they can walk to their early teens, 
who are fascinated by vacuum cleaners," 
Anderson said. "It's always boys; I've 
never seen a girl that's attracted to the 
cleaners. And they have very specific 
interests. One little boy from North Car-
olina only liked old machines, pre-1920s. 
Another one likes newer plastic 
machines." 
Anderson, 35, is also a collector. 
"In the basement of our ranch house, I 
have 250 Hoover products," he said. "I 
have a very supportive wife." 
Like Kyle's, Anderson's fascination 
with vacuums started when he was very 
young. 
"When I was three, all our baby sitter 
had to do was bring out the vacuum, and 
I'd be occupied for hours," Anderson said. 
"Kids need something to do, and I'd rather 
see them using their hands and doing 
something positive with a vacuum cleaner 
than playing video games." 
Kyle's family helps support his inter-
est, with vacuum cleaner-shaped birthday 
cakes, toys, magnets and patience. His 
mother and father, Randy, the workers 
compensation director with Tecumseh 
Products, said Kyle receives excellent 
grades in school, has plenty of friends and  
has never let any of his responsibilities 
slide as he pursues his hobby. 
Randy said Kyle's hobby has been edu-
cational and fun. 
"I don't have to worry about him get-
ting hit in the head with a baseball," he 
said. "The only thing you have to worry 
about was watching him plug them in. 
"When we go to a hotel, the first thing 
he does is look at the maid's cart to see 
what kind of vacuum is used. It's truly his 
obsession." 
His mother said Kyle has asked his 
teachers to bring in their vacuums from 
home, so he can work with them. 
"He's vacuumed the principal's office, 
the school bus, the classrooms," she said. 
"At least birthday and holiday shopping 
for Kyle is easy," Mary Lynn added. 
"When we go to Meijer or Kohl's, any-
place with vacuum cleaners, that's where 
he wants to go. He doesn't care about the 
toys; we go to see the vacuums. Unless he 
wants to see the toy vacuums." 
Kyle's small bedroom has been dubbed 
"The Museum." In it, there are vacuum 
cleaners of several makes and models, toy 
vacuums, books about vacuums (includ-
ing a young readers book about a man 
who married a vacuum cleaner, which 
even Kyle finds odd), ads from magazines 
on the walls, drawings of vacuum clean-
ers, the photograph of Oreck, and in a 
welcome nod to balance, posters of the 
Detroit Red Wings, Hilary Duff and Brit-
ney Spears. 
He made his own vacuum cleaner cal-
endar, with each page of the month featur-
ing a different model. For his birthday, 
Kyle's grandmother bought a subscription 
to Floor Care Professional magazine, so 
he can keep up with the trade. 
Kyle does more than just talk about 
vacuum cleaners. When presented with a 
Shark Euro Pro X that lacked suction, he 
methodically checked the filters and beat-
er bar, taking care to unplug the machine 
as he inspected it for flaws. He circled the 
machine like a doctor working with an 
unenlightened patient. 
"Did you check the filters?" he asked. 
"How about looking at the beater bar for 
debris? Do you clean the hose?" 
Within 10 minutes, the Shark is thrum-
ming across the carpet with a hungry roar. 
"We keep saying that he's going to 
grow up to invent some new vacuum 
cleaner, or be an engineer and patent a 
major innovation," Mary Lynn said. 
"He'll make some kind of cool machine." 
Kyle is quick to agree. 
."I'll run a vac shop," he said. 
Mayo Clinic goes hunting for new business 
ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP) 
— Usually, being a world-class 
medical institution speaks for 
itself. But Mayo Clinic has 
resorted to advertising and send-
ing its doctors overseas to drum 
up business. 
A combination of new facili-
ties and technological advances, 
planned years ago and now com-
ing online, and competition from 
Twin Cities hospitals means that 
the clinic now has more capacity 
in some areas than it can fill. 
So Mayo ran newspaper 
advertisements for its heart 
surgery center this summer for 
the first time. 
It revamped its popular 
checkup program for corporate 
executives. And perhaps most 
radically, the clinic last year 
began sending cardiologists one 
week a month to the United Arab 
Emirates, the first time Mayo 
physicians have traveled outside  
the country to treat patients. 
Mayo executives say they are 
keenly aware that they need to 
scramble to keep their world-
class go-to status. "We feel com-
petition regionally, nationally 
and internationally," said Dr. 
Hugh Smith, chairman of the 
board of governors for the 
Rochester campus of the clinic. 
"We're in the cornfields of Min-
nesota. Why should people fly 
over other cities 
and medical centers to come 
here?" 
They have done so, of course, 
because of Mayo's reputation. 
Out-of-staters and international 
clients contribute almost 50 per-
cent of the clinic's revenue. The 
number of these patients 
dropped after Sept. 11, the war 
in Iraq, the SARS outbreak and a 
code orange U.S. security alert 
that reduced air travel. 
Middle Eastern patients have 
continued to stay away, but have 
been replaced by growing num-
bers of Canadian patients and 
those from other countries. 
Overall, the combined number 
of patients at Mayo's Rochester 
campus and its smaller ones in 
Jacksonville, Fla., and Scotts-
dale, Ariz., fell from 508,946 in 
2000 to 501,019 in 2002, before 
climbing again to 511,000 last 
year. 
In Rochester, pent-up local 
demand made up for the decline 
in national and international 
patients after Sept. 11, and the 
number of patients actually rose 
slightly in those years, from 
311,377 in 2000 to 319,687 in 
2003. 
Part of the reason Mayo has 
excess capacity today stems 
from its own success in recent 
years of streamlining its 
processes. This summer the clin-
ic went to a paperless records  
system with computerized 
patient files: 
Next year it will go filmless, 
with electronic images and X-
rays. Instead of waiting hours 
for patient records and test 
results to be physically brought 
to them, doctors can call them 
up with a few key strokes on a 
computer. That's expected to 
free more than 100 employees to 
do other jobs at the clinic. 
These improvements are 
embodied in the $170 million 
Gonda Building. Opened in 
October 2001, it was designed as 
a model of efficiency, with the 
idea that many procedures such 
as eye surgery could be done on 
an outpatient basis, sending 
patients back to their hotel by 
the afternoon. 
To get more patients in the 
door, the clinic has sped up its 
popular executive checkup pro-
gram by interviewing the patient  
in advance and prescheduling 
tests and consultations. In five 
years the program has doubled 
the number of executives seen, 
to 4,000. 
Mayo also is venturing fur-
ther afield, tentatively. The clin-
ic has done consulting work with 
hospitals in Jordan and Saudi 
Arabia in a variety of specialties, 
including cardiac services. It 
recently signed a telemedicine 
agreement with a third hospital 
in the United Arab Emirates, 
under which Mayo doctors in 
Rochester read the CAT scans 
and electrocardiograms of Arab 
patients and offer remote diag-
noses. The clinic also is working 
with developing countries to 
help them establish infrastruc-
ture for medical care. 
Hospitals in Mexico, for 
example, send lab tests to Mayo 
for analysis. Last year Mayo 
heart specialists began flying to  
the huge new Dubai Healthcare 
City in the United Arab Emirates 
to provide services one week a 
month, the first time Mayo has 
sent physicians abroad. 
A couple of hundred patients 
have gone through the fledgling 
program, which Smith cautious-
ly calls "a pilot that may grow." 
Closer to home, Mayo is fac-
ing growing competition in its 
own back yard. Fairview South-
dale Hospital in Edina opened a 
heart and vascular center in 
2001, and Park Nicollet Clinic in 
St. Louis Park and Abbott 
Northwestern Hospital plan 
heartcenters next year. 
"Heart centers are where hos-
pitals are seeing the most growth 
because of the aging baby 
boomer. Now with all those 
resources closer to home, it's 
putting pressure on Mayo." 
Doug Sundin/WtNoNAN 
Quarterback Brian Wrobel drops back for a pass behind the 
block of running back Dave Cruz (28) during the Warriors' home 
opener against Truman State University on Sept. 4. 
Football loses to SDSU 
After winning its first 
two games, Winona 
State fall to South 
Dakota State in blowout 
Ian Stauffer 
WINONAN 
The Winona State University foot-
ball team's season looks promising 
after a 2-1 start against a tough non-
conference schedule. 
Three weeks ago, WSU beat Mis-
souri Western State 
College 27-10 in 
the season opener 
and followed that 







last week in the 
home opener. 
Last week the 
Warriors traveled to 
Brookings, S.D., 
for a matchup with 
new Division I-AA school 
Dakota State. 
The Jackrabbits gave Winona 
State a harsh introduction to DI foot-
ball with a 45-20 thrashing at Cough-
lin-Alumni Stadium. 
WSU hung with South Dakota 
State for the first half, trailing 
17-7 after two quarters, but the sec- 
and half started bad for the Warriors 
and got worse quickly. 
On the first play from scrimmage, 
SDSU quarterback Brad Nelson con-
nected with Josh Davis for a 72-yard 
touchdown pass to put the Jackrab-
bits up 24-7. 
On the ensuing possession, 
Winona State was held to a quick 
three-and-out, but Pat Hurley's punt 
was blocked and recovered by SDSU 
at the Warriors' 6-yard line. 
South Dakota State again struck 
on the first play, this time with a 
touchdown run by 
Anthony Watson to 
04 	go up 31-7. 
Each 	team ootball scored two more 
NSIC O'All 
WL 
3-0 touchdowns, but 
the game was 
never close after 2-1 
Watson's score. 2-1 
2-1 	Against 	Tru- 
1-1 man, 	freshman 
1 -2 fullback 	Alex 0-2 
Wiese ran for two 0-3 
touchdowns and 






SW Minn. State 0-0 
Bemidji State 0-0 
Northern State 0-0 
Wayne State 0-0 
Minn.-Crookston 0-0 
MSU-Moorhead 0-0 
South three scores. 
Wide receiver Chris Samp broke 
the school record for most career 
receptions against SDSU. 
WSU is back to Division II play 
this weekend when it plays host to 
Western New Mexico University, the 




Winona State junior outside hitter Kaylan Lati 
goes up for a kill against Viterbo University in the 
Warriors' home opener at McCown Gym. WSU 
won the match in three games. 
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Football Women's Soccer 
Warriors 20 Warriors 2 
South Dakota State 45 St. Cloud State 0 
Warriors 58 Warriors 0 
Truman State 26 UM-Duluth 0 
Warriors 27 Warriors 2 








Women's Cross Country 
Finished 12th out of 14 teams at the All-
3 
	
American Invite at Luther College 
0 Men's Cross Country 
3 
	
Finished sixth out of six teams at the 
Saint Mary's Invite 
0 
3 	 Warriors events this week 
The Warrior football team plays host to 
Western New Mexico University on 
Saturday. Kickoff is at 1 p.m. 
The volleyball team is in Crookston and 
Bemidji and the soccer team is in 
Mankato. 
Cross country is in Northfield, Minn., 
while men's golf is in Fargo, N.D. and 
women's golf is in Northfield, Minn. 
John Huggenvik 
WINONAN 
The Winona State University women's soccer 
team finished up its opening home-stand of the 
2004 season Saturday, with a 2-0 win over St. 
Cloud State University. 
Two hours after the final whistle of the game 
blew, the team got on a bus and made the four-
hour trek to the University of Minnesota-Duluth 
for the first road game of the season, earning a 0-
0 tie with the former Northern Sun Intercolle-
giate Conference rival Sunday. 
"It takes a lot of pressure off us," WSU head 
coach Ali Omar said about the 4-0-2 record that 
the Warriors have posted at this point in the sea-
son. "We have a lot of pressure on us and it is 
easier to manage when you are winning." 
Quietly putting points on the board for the 
Warriors are sophomore Abbey Bollig and junior 
Amy Buddish, each with a pair of goals. Buddish 
leads the team in points, tallying seven, after 
recording three assists to go along with her  
goals. 
"Once we are all out there we find a way to 
get it done," Buddish said. "It doesn't matter 
who you are, you just find a way." 
Freshman Kayla Walters also has a pair of 
goals on the year, leading a charge by, what 
Omar calls his "largest participating freshman 
class in program history." 
Kallie Tellefsen, Annie Lauterer and Heidi 
Woerle, all freshmen, have also netted a goal 
each so far this season. 
"The freshmen have been a large part of our 
success to this point in the year," Omar said, "but 
it is important for our veterans to step up and 
play when they are needed." 
Patrolling the backfield for the Warriors has 
been senior Kristin Nelson, allowing only 
0.5 goals per game on average, including four 
shutouts. 
"The defense has been playing awesome," 
Nelson said. "They make my job easy. The team 
chemistry is great and everything is coming 
together really well." 
Despite being picked to finish first in the 
NSIC in the 2004 preseason coaches' poll, and 
currently being ranked fifth in the Midwest 
Region, a person has a pretty tough time getting 
Omar to talk about anything further in the future 
than the team's next game. 
"I know it is going to sound like a cliché," 
Omar said, "but we have to take one game at a 
time. The conference schedule is a long way 
away and honestly we are not going to worry 
about that now. We still have to play the games 
we have in front of us before we can think about 
that, and we aren't going to assume anything." 
Omar's players seem to echo his philosophy 
on looking into the future, but they don't lack 
confidence about whatever that future should 
bring. 
"As soon as we learn to play 90 minutes of 
soccer we are going to be unstoppable," Buddish 
said. "We are confident and this is a team that 
knows how to win." 
The Warriors only game this week is at Min-
nesota State University-Mankato on Saturday. 
Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN 
Winona State defender Christina Gentile gri-
maces as she goes up for a header during a 
WSU nonconference game at Maxwell Field. 
Soccer unbeaten through six 
Kickers have four wins, two ties with NSIC season looming 
Women's golf scares conference 
Dan Chies 
WINONAN 
The Northern Sun Intercollegiate 
Conference doesn't have preseason 
rankings for women's golf, but the rest 
of the conference knows to watch out 
for Winona State University. 
WSU coach Robert Newberry has 
high hopes for the fall season with four 
meets to secure a spot at the NSIC meet 
in October. 
Winona State has placed second at 
the fall conference meet five years in a 
row, but last weekend the Warriors won 
a triangular meet in Okoboji, Iowa. The 
team's winning score was 325, edging 




The Winona State Univer-
sity volleyball team has had 
an up-and-down season so 
far. 
The Warriors started with 
four losses at the Mankato 
Classic in August, but then 
followed that with four 
straight wins, including one 
over Viterbo University in 
the home opener and three at 
the Flyer Festival. 
Last weekend at the North 
Central Classic in Aberdeen, 
S.D., Winona dropped three 
straight to South Dakota, 
Nebraska-Omaha, and North 
Dakota. The 0-3 tournament 
brings the Warriors record to 
4-8 with the Northern Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference 
season starting this weekend. 
Despite the alternating 
win and loss streaks, coach 
Connie Mettille has confi-
dence in her team and thinks 
they will battle to prove the 
preseason coaches' poll, 
which has WSU slated to fin- 
OK, so here's the thing. Five guys 
and I started a fantasy football league 
for the Northern Sun Intercollegiate 
Conference, the conference Winona 
State plays in. 
This may sound boring, loser-like 
and pointless to some of you, but to a 
large majority of football fans, the only 
thing better than watching football is 
watching football with a fantasy inter-
est. 
The top three scorers for WSU were 
Samantha Wolf, Jen Watters and Nikki 
Wilson, who all carded 81s. Holly 
McKenzie was right behind with an 
82. Alyssa Halvorson shot 87 to round 
out the varsity five. 
Newberry said this was the first test 
of the season, playing a top-10 team 
like Nebraska-Omaha. 
The Winona State junior varsity 
team carded a 368, led by Jessica Nel-
son and Mari Nielson, who each turned 
in 88s. 
The Warriors have a young team this 
year, but Newberry is confident that the 
top four golfers of Wolf, McKenzie, 
Halvorson and Watters can hold up the 
team that lost their top three scorers 
from last year. 
I, as the commissioner, took on the 
responsibility of figuring out who was 
on all the teams and set up a draft. 
After all the leg work was done, we got 
together and held the draft. 
For those interested, the first round 
went like this: Chris Samp, James 
McNear, Winona State defense, Toby 
Korrodi, Brian Wrobel and Brett 
Edwards. 
Each week, the standings for the 
Winona State will also be without 
the services of junior Kyra Jordan, who 
is out this fall for medical reasons. 
Jordan was one of the best golfers in 
the region last fall, with one win and 
three other top-five finishes, and she 
placed tied for fifth at the fall confer-
ence meet. She continued her success in 
the spring with a 22nd place at the 
NCAA Division II regional meet. 
Wolf, McKenzie, Halvorson, Wat-
ters, and fellow returnees Nikki Wilson 
and Jennifer Nelson combined for 
seven top 10 finishes and 19 top 25 fin-
ishes last year. 
The next meet for the Warriors is this 
weekend at the University of Minnesota 
Invitational at the Les Bolstad Golf 
Course in St. Paul, Minn. 
league will be posted here. 
Standings 
Greg White (KQAL) 	204 
Ian Stauffer (Winonan) 	193 
Rick Solem (Winona Daily)184 
Adam Crowson (Winonan) 165 
Dan Chies (Winonan) 165 
John Huggenvik (Winonan) 76 
Ian Stauffer can be reached at 
Winonansports@hotmail. corn 
Volleyball ready 
for NSIC run 
ish last, wrong. 
Mettille says the team is 
going through some tough 
phases this year, and they 
have to work on shortening 
the runs that other teams 
make. 
Two players that Mettille 
says have been having a 
great season so far are junior 
hitters Kaylan Lati and 
Molly Horihan, two veterans 
from last year. 
"(Lati and Horihan) are 
being called on to do a lot of 
things," Mettille said, "but 
they are doing great. They 
are good leaders on and off 
the court, and since we 
sometimes have four or five 
freshmen on the court, this is 
a good thing for them." 
Mettille knows she has a 
very young team, but says 
they gain experience in 
every match they play. 
The Warriors open their 
NSIC season Friday at the 
University of Minnesota-
Crookston and then travel to 
Bemidji State University 
Saturday. 
NSIC Fantasy Football - Week 3 
Ian S tauffer 
uiznos Sub C? 
Chips and 16 oz. drink 
jf j rchase of a regular or 
andwich with coupon 
Limit one coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offers. 
Coupon expires 9/30104 




On the ball...Your source for Winona State sports 
It's never easy to watch your 
favorite team lose in anything. 
Just ask any Vikings fan how 
they felt after the New York 
Giants posted a 41-0 win in the 
2001 playoffs, or a Packers fan 
what ran through their mind after 
Brett Favre threw six intercep-
tions against the Rams in the 
playoffs a few years ago. 
More recently, ask a Winona 
State football fan how they feel 
after last Saturday's 45-20 loss to 
South Dakota State University. 
As one of the few students 
who made the trek to Brookings, 
S.D. for the game, I can tell you 
it was uuuuugly. 
The unofficial count of tack-
les the Warrior defense missed 
was 23. 23!! It might have been 
more than that, those are just the 
ones I saw. 
When asked about the tack-
ling after the game, WSU coach 
Tom Sawyer replied with, "I did-
n't see any tackling." 
That comment doesn't exact-
ly scream happiness, but you bet 
the farm that Sawyer and his 
staff will work the boys this 
week to get the team ready for 
Saturday's game against Western 
New Mexico. 
As long as I can't come up 
with anything else to say, maybe 
an introduction is in order. 
My name is Ian Stauffer and I 
am a mass comm major with an 
emphasis in journalism. In addi-
tion to my duties as editor at the 
Winonan, I am also a part-time 
sports writer at the Winona Daily 
News. 
I've been with the Daily 
News for more than three years 
now, and I know more about area 
football, baseball and basketball 
teams than just about anyone 
around. Sometimes, that makes 
me feel like a little bit of a loser, 
but I like to know a lot about my 
job, and my job is to know high 
school and college sports, so  
back off. 
My time at the Daily News 
has been spent very well. I've 
learned more about writing there 
than I ever could in any class 
(even at Winona 
State), and I like 
to live under the 
assumption that 
four years experi-
ence will be just 
as important as a 
degree when I go 
looking for a job 
after college. 
But anyway, 
back to sports. 
Last year, the guy who SPORT 
wrote a weekly column in this 
spot wrote about pro sports each 
week. More specifically, he 
wrote about Minnesota sports. 
That is not going to happen this 
year. If any of you want to know 
my opinion on pro sports, ask 
me, but for the most part, I'll 
leave the professional sports  
opinions to the professional 
sports writers. This will be the 
Winona State spot this year. 
I love Winona State sports —
all of them. I've met a good por-
tion of the ath-
letes and every 
head coach on 
campus, and I 
spend an inor-
dinate amount 
of time looking 




led me to 
S EDITOR do something very 
loser-like this year. Five buddies 
and I started a fantasy football 
league — for the Northern Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference. 
That's right, we're playing Divi-
sion II fantasy football. 
The group is a collection of 
Winona media people, including 
myself, John Huggenvik and 
Rick Solem (both Daily News 
guys), Dan Chies (a Winonan 
sports writer), Greg White (a 
KQAL sports guy) and Adam 
Crowson (the Winonan editor-in-
chief). 
So far, through three weeks, 
Greg is leading the way, I am in 
second, three more are tight for 
third place and John is lagging 
far behind in last place. You can 
find the standings lower on this 
page each week. 
So anyway, this is my first 
column. You're going to get 23 
more from me over the rest of 
the school year, and hopefully 
my staff and I can come up with 
some other fun stuff. I'm rolling 
around a few ideas, and we'll 
field test them in the coming 
weeks. 
Another thing: I should let 
you know that I am a Wisconsin 
man and I am very faithful to my 
teams, so you will not be reading 
about the Twins, Vikings, Tim- 
berwolves or Wild here. 
Last thing: Football is far-
and-away my favorite sport, but 
I am currently in a 12-step pro-
gram where I try to enjoy other 
sports...it's not working, espe-
cially because the NFL season is 
now in full swing. 
I know all of you are wonder-
ing right now what my picks are 
this season. Well, here you go: 
AFC division winners: Patri-
ots, Steelers, Colts, and Chiefs; 
AFC wild cards: Jets and 
Browns. 
NFC 	division 	winners: 
Eagles, Packers, Panthers, and 
Seahawks; NFC wild cards: 
Minnesota and St. Louis. 
AFC Championship: Patriots 
over Jets. 
NFC Championship: Eagles 
over Seahawks 
Super Bowl: No repeat here, 
TO gets the Eagles the champi-
onship over the Patriots. 
See ya next week. 
WSU men's golf a family affair 
Dan Chies 
WINONAN 
For the first time in two years, Winona State 
University sophomore golfer Eric Loeffler and his 
younger brother, Kevin, will be playing on the 
same team. 
Growing up in Caledonia, Minn., all the Loef-
flers did in the summer was golf. Eric and Kevin 
agreed that they easily played about 100 nine-hole 
rounds per summer. 
Surprisingly, it wasn't their dad, but a cousin 
who showed them the game at a young age, and 
when that cousin moved away, the love for the 
game stayed, and the brothers took it upon them-
selves to improve. 
They didn't buy magazines, books, or videos. 
No, instead they just played round after round, fig-
uring out each part of the swing, and improving 
each area of their game. 
"Eric is one of the best golfers on the team, and 
has the skills to be one of the best in the entire  
region," WSU coach Mark Bambenek said. 
"Kevin is a true freshman, so he has had some up 
and downs, but he is a good golfer too." 
Winona State wasn't Eric's first choice. He 
spent his first year of college at UW-Lacrosse, a 
school without a golf team. He had no idea that he 
would miss playing and competing so much, and 
that lead to his transfer to WSU in of 2003. 
He then proceeded to tear up the Northern Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference like it was his play-
ground, taking second place at the conference meet 
in the fall, first at the NSIC spring invite, then 
capped his season with a fourth place finish at the 
NCAA Division II Super Regional in May this 
year. 
As for playing with his brother again, he said, "I 
don't really think about it that often because we've 
played together so much. Now that it's on a college 
team, I have to admit, it's pretty cool." 
In the six preseason rounds that made up the 
WSU qualifying, Eric was far and away the most 
consistent golfer on the team, finishing 16 strokes 
ahead of the closest competitor. 
In his senior season for Caledonia last spring, 
Kevin was the best golfer in the conference, fin-
ished under par in a half dozen tournaments, and 
qualified for state. 
It made sense to come to Winona for golf and 
family. On Aug. 30, Kevin opened his WSU 
qualifying with a 69, the best round of any War-
rior to date, and then had up-and-down rounds 
that he said were "very frustrating." 
He finished the qualifying at 31-over, not a 
great score, but still in the top five on the 
team.Kevin conceded that Eric is the better golfer 
right now, but Eric countered that Kevin has the 
skills to be just as good as or better than him. 
Fellow WSU teammate Caleb Turbett said, "It's 
great to see them playing on the same team. Eric is 
just awesome, and Kevin is great too. He just 
needs to adapt to the college game." 
This past summer both Eric and Kevin played 
on the Three Rivers Golf Association tour, which 
plays a tournament each weekend at courses all 
over the area. 
Each won one meet, and if there was a money 
list — no money for the amateurs, just a points 
championship — Eric would have finished second 
and Kevin would have been 10th. 
On the level of competition in the TRGA, Eric 
said, "It's pretty tough. There are some great guys 
there and I'd say it's comparable to the NSIC 
because there are a lot of guys with college and 
even professional experience." 
Both Eric and Kevin opted out of the TRGA 
championship to focus on the WSU season. 
Older brother Andy Loeffler is in his fourth and 
final year at WSU, and he couldn't be any prouder 
of his younger brothers. 
"I'm just happy for them to be playing so well 
to make the college team," Andy said. "They are 
both great players, and awesome competitors." 
As the oldest, Andy set the standard back in 
high school, taking all-conference honors for four  
years. Eric was right behind, picking up all-confer-
ence honors five times. 
As a seventh grader, Kevin made the squad as a 
part-timer, meaning that for part of one season and 
the entire time of two others, Kevin, Eric and Andy 
all played on the same team. In eighth grade, 
Kevin earned his first of five all-conference titles. 
"When Kevin made the team as a seventh grad-
er, that was incredible," Andy said. "I mean, he 
was just a scrawny little kid, but he was awesome. 
That was the best, all of us together for those years. 
"It really turned into just us competing against 
each other because we knew we would lead our 
team to the win. It was just a matter of pushing 
each other to see who did the best." 
The longer the brothers played together, the 
more recognition they got. Local television sta-
tions, radio stations and newspapers came calling, 
and soon enough, the Loefflers were dubbed "The 
Birdie Brothers." 
Andy lost the feeling for golf after high school 
and had no desire to play in college, and doesn't 
regret that decision. 
"Only the fact that I can't beat Eric and Kevin 
makes me regret it," Eric said with a laugh. "I can 
barely hang with them anymore, but that's okay, 
they are both just awesome." 
The next prodigy is 14-year-old Craig, the 
youngest Loeffler, who plays football, basketball 
and baseball, but not golf...not yet anyway. There 
is still plenty of time for his older brothers to work 
the golfing into him. 
Duo dominating runners 
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Amelia Soto and Shuei Kato set the pace for 
the Winona State University women's and men's 
cross country teams respectively in both of the 
Warriors first two meets. 
Soto ran to a sixth place individual finish at 
the Saint Mary's University Invitational a week 
before Saturday, the team's first meet of the year, 
and then crossed in 29th at the 33rd Annual All-
American Invitational at Luther College in Deco-
rah, Iowa. 
Kato was 18th at the SMU invite and 48th in 
the junior varsity race of the All-American invite. 
"We have had faster times this year than we 
had at this point last year," WSU coach Neal 
Mundahl said. "We don't want to top out this 
month. We are working for improvements and 
we are getting better and better every race. We 
want to keep that up until October." 
The Warrior women have high hopes for the 
2004 season after finishing second to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota-Duluth in the Northern Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference the last two seasons. 
Winona State hopes that with UMD's move to  
the North Central Conference, it can make that 
last push into the top spot. 
However, all of this will have to come with 
out one of the team's captains and all-conference 
runner Heidi Inabnit, who will be sidelined for an 
uncertain amount of time with what could be a 
stress fracture in her leg. 
"It hurts," Mundahl said. "We have had a few 
other runners that stepped up but it is tough when 
one of your top five is hurt." 
Both the men and women will be back on the 
trails this Saturday at the St. Olaf Invitational in 
Northfield, Minn. 
Depth marks men's golf 
Dan Chies 
WINONAN 
The Winona State University 
men's golf team is stacked to the 
gills with proven veterans and 
young talent. 
Coach Mark Bambenek has his 
hands full just deciding the roster 
for his first few meets. 
At the Saint Mary's University 
Invitational this past weekend, the 
Warriors concluded their fall team 
qualifying. It still isn't clear who 
will hold the fifth and final spot. 
The Warriors are lead by seniors 
Justin Carrier and Caleb Turbett, 
junior Eric Loeffler, and sophomore 
Bret Toftness, who pretty much 
dominated the Northern Sun Inter-
collegiate Conference last year. 
Loeffler, Carrier, and Toftness 
finished second, third and 
12th respectively at the NSIC con-
ference meet. First place was also a 
Warrior, Bob Gander, who was the  
only WSU player lost to graduation. 
The Warriors first test of the sea-
son will come this weekend at the 
Iry Kaiser Invite in Fargo, N.D. 
Bambenek said the Fargo meet 
would be one of the toughest of the 
fall season, with three days of golf 
on three courses that his team has 
never played on. 
"That means we are basically 
going up there blind, but that's a 
good thing," Bambenek said. "It 
will be a test for our team." 
At each meet a team can have 
five players and typically WSU 
keeps the same roster for most 
meets, but this fall Bambenek said 
there could be some shuffling due 
to the high level of competition on 
the team. 
Bambenek looks to Eric Loeffler 
and Carrier to be this year's top per-
formers and said Loeffler could be 
one of the top players not only in 
the conference, but the entire 
region. 
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In case you didn't get out to to any WSU sporting events, here is what you 
missed (couter-clockwise from top right): Sarah Griffith (8) gets upended during a 
game at Maxwell Field while Heidi Woerle looks on; Alex Wiese (29) runs away fror:,- 
defenders during the Truman State game on Sept. 4 at Maxwell Field; Megan 
Pulvermacher (7) and Pam Kowall work together to dig up a spike from Viterbo at 
McCown Gym; Freshman Kevin Loeffler tees off Sunday during the Saint Mary's 
University Invitational at the Winona Country Club. Photos by Doug Sundin. 
Experience life at it's fullest.You're the kind of 
person who knows that changing the world begins 
by changing yourself.The Army National Guard is 
about personal growth.You learn discipline, 
teamwork, leadership and career skills. Best of 'all, 
you serve part-time. In fact, most Guard members 
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year. 
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